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1 Introduction

The electron is not as simple as

it looks.

(William Lawrence Bragg)

After femtosecond chemistry has made visible nuclear motions in molecules in real
time [108], attosecond technology promises to reveal electronic dynamics to us.
The natural time scale of bound electron dynamics is one atomic unit (about 24

attoseconds = 24 × 10−18 s), which is the time it takes the electron in hydrogen to
revolve around the nucleus divided by 2π. Probing the electronic structure at this time
scale would also a�ord a closer look at the dynamics between electrons. For example,
in a recent calculation it was shown that after removal of an electron, the created
�hole� is �lled within a response time of about 50 attoseconds [13].
Over the last two decades, tools have been developed that enable us in principle to

probe this physics at sub-femtosecond time resolution: phase-stabilized femtosecond
lasers, and attosecond XUV pulses (for recent reviews see [43] and references therein).
The key features of femtosecond laser pulses are, (i) the high �eld strength com-

parable to the atomic Coulomb �eld, which allows to directly shape the potential
landscape in which the electrons move, and (ii) the phase stabilization, which gives
us direct control not only over the cycle-averaged intensity but also over the instan-
taneous applied �eld strength and which extends the actual time resolution down to
subcycle duration.
Few-cycle high-intensity laser pulses were instrumental in producing the second tool,

attosecond pulses. To produce such short pulses, one needs frequencies in the XUV
regime, higher than available from lasers and other sources of su�cient brightness. The
XUV photon energies also match the characteristic energy of electronic excitations in
atoms, on the order of 1 au ≈ 27.2 eV (this would correspond to photons of about
45 nm wavelength). Shooting with a high-power laser into a gas medium results in
the emission of radiation at odd multiples of the laser fundamental frequency, the
so-called high harmonic generation. The process of high-harmonic generation was �rst
discovered in 1987 [60] and then studied extensively. An intuitive explanation was
found in terms of the semi-classical 3-step model: (1) an electron is tunnel-ionized
near the peak of the laser �eld, (2) the electron is accelerated in the laser �eld, and
(3) the electron is driven back to the atom and may recombine, emitting its energy
in a photon. By restricting this process to a short time window, a continuum of XUV
frequencies is generated, which made it possible to obtain isolated pulses of attosecond
duration [31]. The current world record in minimum duration stands now at about 80
attoseconds [27].
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Femtolasers, attosecond pulses and high harmonic generation are the crucial in-
gredients to expose temporal and structural information of electrons in atoms and
molecules. 1

For the typical experiment to observe electron dynamics, a pump-probe scheme is
used: e.g. an XUV pulse initiates some dynamics and a IR laser �eld probes the result.
Ultimately, one would like to have both pump and probe be an attosecond pulse, but
this has not yet been accomplished: the absorption cross-section for two photons is
too low for intensities of current attosecond pulse-sources. Two experimental highlights
demonstrate the two ways the IR laser can be used as a probe. First, it can serve as a
streaking device [34]. The principle behind this attosecond streak camera is that the
�nal momentum of photoelectrons depends on the laser vector �eld at the time of birth
of this electron. Since we know exactly the phase of the laser electric �eld, we can then
reconstruct the time dependence of electron release. In one of the �rst paradigmatic
attosecond experiments, this technique was used to measure the Auger decay time
of Kr [22]. Second, the laser �eld can tunnel-ionize the atom excited previously by
an XUV pulse. Again, it is important that the phase of the laser electric �eld with
respect to the XUV pulse is known. This idea was realized in [98] to measure directly
the rate of tunnel ionization.
High harmonic generation not only provides access to the time scales of the elec-

tronic wave functions, but also to their length scales. In the harmonic spectrum is
encoded information about the ground state wave function from which the electron
was ionized. The simplest example for such spatial information is the internuclear
distance in a diatomic molecule, which leads to interference between the harmonic
contributions from both nuclei [50, 49, 101, 35]. Carrying the idea to the extreme,
e�orts are made to realize a long-standing dream of chemists and physicists: to recon-
struct the complete molecular orbital function of an electron in both amplitude and
phase [33, 97].
Provided, of course, that such a thing as a single-electron orbital exists. This points

out one of the de�ciencies still predominant in attosecond science: most of the potential
applications of the attosecond toolbox still rely on the implicit assumption of a single-
electron model.
The importance of multi-electron e�ects is highlighted by another textbook exam-

ple of strong-�eld physics: the double ionization of helium. Plotting the ionization
yield as a function of laser intensity exhibits a famous �knee� in the curve [102], which
is ascribed to non-sequential double ionization (NSDI), where both electrons are re-
moved by one ionization event and not each one separately. The mechanism behind
NSDI puzzled theorists for some time. It is now generally accepted that recollision
is responsible: the �rst electron recollides with the helium atom and knocks out the
second electron. The experimental signature of this is a strong momentum correlation
between the two electrons, i.e. they move with a high preference in the same direction,
instead of opposite to each other, as expected from Coulomb repulsion. For a correct
description of this process it is clearly essential to account for the correlated motion

1A more detailed account of attosecond experiments and references can be found in [40].
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of two electrons.
Given the excitement that attosecond science has roused, remarkably little attention

has been paid to possible multi-electron e�ects. The surprise is somewhat abated when
one considers the di�culties connected to multi-electron calculations in strong �elds.
Even for one electron the presence of a high-intensity, long-wavelength electric �eld
imposes a severe burden on the computation (so that one often resorts to the strong-
�eld approximation in its various guises (see sec. 7.1)): Absorption of a high number of
low-frequency photons causes the electron to undergo wide linear excursions, requiring
a large box size and inclusion of a large number of angular momenta. Both conditions
increase the size of the basis set and thus calculation time.
Solving the strong-�eld TDSE exactly is now routinely tractable for a single electron,

but already for two electrons the air becomes very thin. Very often for two electrons,
and certainly for everything beyond, approximations are necessary.
There are a number of groups which have developed codes for the treatment of

1- and 2-photon single- or double-ionization of two-electron atoms/molecules by a
short-wavelength �eld (XUV). For example, the 1-photon DI is interesting because
correlation is responsible for transferring energy to the second ejected electron. 1- and
2-photon processes are much easier to treat than multi-photon ionization (MPI) in an
IR �eld since one can restrict oneself to lower angular momenta. Still, the problem
is di�cult enough. In particular, the �nal boundary conditions, i.e. the correct wave
function for the 3-body Coulomb problem is not known analytically. One usually
needs large spatial extension to avoid the in�uence of the Coulomb �eld. See the
recent articles [23] and [61] for a list of references on this subject.
As for the holy grail, the direct solution of the 3-dimensional 2e-TDSE in the IR

regime, it has so far only been tackled by the group of Taylor et al. [91]. In their
approach, the wave function is expanded in coupled spherical harmonics and a �nite
di�erence discretization is used for the radial coordinates. Issues with de�ning asymp-
totic boundary conditions are circumvented by using huge grids. By now, they have
investigated ionization of helium in a wavelength range from the XUV to the IR, up
to 390 nm [67] and recently even 780 nm [68].
Otherwise, there exists a variety of approximative methods for 2e-TDSE at these

laser parameters. One notable approach is dimensional reduction. Usually, the strong
laser �eld is linearly polarized and electron motion happens predominantly in this
direction. This suggests to employ models with only 1 spatial dimension along the
laser polarization, which have produced good results for helium ionization (see e.g.
[48] and references therein). In another 1D variant, the electrons are constrained to
move along the lines that point towards the two-particle Stark saddle in the presence of
the �eld [74]. A more sophisticated concept of dimensional reduction restricts only the
center-of-mass coordinate [79]. Although the idea of these models sounds plausible, it
is still a drastic modi�cation of physics and has at one point to be justi�ed by methods
without such assumptions.
For more than two electrons, the number of practical and general enough methods

is limited.
The �rst solution that comes to mind, is the time-dependent version of Hartree-Fock
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(TDHF), already employed in the early days of the business [44]. However, TDHF
miserably fails to predict the famous �knee� in the DI of helium [47] due to the lack
of correlation. It is intuitively clear, that HF is not a well-suited theory to describe
multi-electron dynamics since HF is a mean-�eld theory. This means that it can only
describe slow processes, where the electrons can adiabatically adapt to changes.
One method that promises to permit true multi-electron calculations possibly more

cheaply than Hartree-Fock is density functional theory (DFT). In DFT, the multi-
particle equation is replaced by a set of single-particle equations, where in addition
to the external potential the so-called and to-be-determined exchange-correlation po-
tential Vxc �gures. In its time-independent form it is now the de facto standard for
electronic structure calculations in material science. However, the time-dependent ver-
sion [80] is plagued by serious problems, since it was shown to be unable to reproduce
the famous DI-�knee� of helium [47, 72, 4]. Subsequent work has shown that the rea-
son for this failure is the derivative discontinuity of the exact exchange-correlation
potential as a function of particle number [51, 64], which is not included in standard
approximations for Vxc. A correlation functional that takes into account this feature
was only recently proposed and tested against a 1D helium calculation [20]. Another
problem that still remains for TD-DFT is the correct de�nition of observables. Un-
like for the TDSE, where one obtains the full wave function, DFT only provides the
single-electron density. While in principle it is possible to express any observable as
a functional of the density, in practice these functionals are not known, which leaves
additional room for errors.
An approximation tailored for general collision physics is the R-matrix method.

Here, one divides space into an internal region, comprising the atom or molecule, and
an external region, where the free electron moves, and then neglects the exchange
and correlation between the electrons residing in di�erent regions. So far, application
of R-matrix theory for strong-�eld problems has been restricted to the combination
with Floquet theory [16], which is applicable to long (strictly speaking in�nitely long)
laser pulses. Only recently, also the time-dependent version of R-matrix theory [15]
has been implemented by two groups [99, 28] and applied to multi-photon ionization
of Ar and Ne.
In this thesis, we will present the multi-con�guration time-dependent Hartree-

Fock (MCTDHF) method for solving the 3-dimensional time-dependent multi-electron
Schrödinger equation, which on the one hand provides the full wave function with no
fundamental restrictions on the system parameters, and on the other hand reduces
drastically the computational requirements for this. In this way MCTDHF �lls the
gap of a practical general-purpose computational method for few-electron systems.
Part one is dedicated to the theory and practical implementation of the MCTDHF

method. We de�ne and illustrate the term �correlation�, the challenges it creates for
numerical treatment, and point out an e�cient way of dealing with the problem. This
results in the MCTDHF ansatz, where the multi-electron wave function is expanded
in a time-dependent basis of single-electron orbitals. The only approximation in MCT-
DHF refers to the degree of correlation taken into account. It is controllable by the
number of single-electron orbitals, which allows a systematic check for convergence.
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Even with such an approximative scheme, the calculations are extremely demanding,
and it is therefore of utmost importance to come up with a highly optimized code.
Our MCTDHF implementation makes calculations of up to 6 electrons feasible within
a tolerable time range on the order of days. In principle, any Hamiltonian and any
geometry can be �tted in our program framework. Originally, the method was devel-
oped for and applied to strong-�eld problems, such as ionization and high harmonic
generation, which are the topics of this work.
In part two, we investigate multi-electron e�ects in the strong-�eld ionization of

molecules. Using MCTDHF we calculate ionization yields of linear molecules in a
short, strong laser pulse as a function of the molecular length, both in 1D and 3D.
Contrary to some experimental observations, we �nd that ionization increases with
the size of the molecule in 3D. At the same time we show that results from simpli�ed
1D models are faulty already at a qualitative level.
The third part deals with multi-electron dynamics in high-harmonic generation

(HHG) of molecules. Until recently, HHG has almost uniformly been interpreted in
terms of a single-active electron model, most notably within the 3-step model and
the strong-�eld approximation (SFA). We �rst investigate the dependence of the re-
colliding electron wave packet on electron correlation e�ects. This is followed by an
extensive in-depth analysis of HHG in molecules. We calculate high harmonic spectra
with MCTDHF for diatomic molecules with 2 and 4 active electrons, and compare
the results with several simplifying models, all of which leave out multi-electron dy-
namics. In fact, none of them can qualitatively reproduce the multi-electron results.
By factorization of the total wave function into the ionic core and a single-electron
orbital, we demonstrate that polarization dynamics of the multi-electronic core has
to be taken into account. These �ndings dismiss any hope of single-electron based
description of HHG in molecules.
In the last and fourth part, we address a question from laser interaction with solids.

To explain optical breakdown of dielectrics at very short pulse-lengths, the so-called
�forest �re� mechanism was proposed, where the ionic charge of a previous ionization
event enhances laser ionization at neighboring atoms. We construct a two-electron
model of this process. Using well adapted initial states to rule out any collision e�ects,
we �nd no evidence for �forest �re�.
In all subprojects of this thesis, multi-electron aspects are a crucial ingredient. We

hope that this work helps in raising the awareness of these e�ects, and at the same
time, through the MCTDHF method, in facilitating their theoretical treatment.
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Part I

MCTDHF
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2 Correlation

2.1 What is correlation?

While in statistics, correlation often denotes speci�cally a linear relationship between
two random variables, in a more general sense, two quantities are correlated, if they
are not independent. In terms of a probability distribution, the absence of correlation
means that the distribution of the variable X is independent of the value of Y , and
vice versa, i.e.

P (x, y) = Px(x)Py(y). (2.1)

The connection to quantum mechanics comes from the fact that electronic wave func-
tions describe the probability distributions of the electrons.
In physics we can ask �what is the distribution of electron 2 provided that electron

1 is at position x1�. If this distribution is independent of x1 then the two electrons are
uncorrelated. Physically, this implies that they do not interact with each other, i.e.
we deal with an independent particle problem, whose Hamiltonian is of the form

H =
f∑
κ=1

hκ(xκ), (2.2)

where f is the number of electrons, and hκ is the single-particle Hamiltonian of the
κ-th electron. In this case, the wave function can be written as the product of single-
particle functions

Ψ(x1, . . . , xf ) =
f∏
κ=1

φκ(xκ). (2.3)

More precisely, there exists a basis of energy eigenfunctions with this property. A
particular state can of course be composed of a linear combination of such states.
In reality, there is an additional complication because elementary particles are in-

distinguishable, i.e. the Hamiltonian is invariant under particle exchange. This forces
the wave function to be either symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to particle
interchange, depending on whether the spin is integer or half-integer. Throughout this
thesis, we consider only electrons, hence the wave function is antisymmetric under
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particle exchange,

Ψ(x1, . . . , xf ) = A
[ f∏
κ=1

φκ(xκ)
]
, (2.4)

where

A =
1√
f !

∑
π

(−1)sgn(π)
∏
κ

φκ(xπ(κ)) (2.5)

and π runs over all permutations of (1, . . . , f). This antisymmetry introduces already
some form of correlation into the wave function.
The kind of correlation we are interested in here is however brought about by particle

interactions. Due to the Coulomb repulsion, electron 1 will avoid the instantaneous

position of electron 2, creating a Coulomb hole in the diagonal of P (x1, x2).
The traditional, and still a popular, way to deal with interacting particles is Hartree-

Fock (HF) theory. In it one retains the general form of a single Slater determinant
for the wave function, by taking into account of the interaction only the mean �eld
generated by all other particles. In contrast to non-interacting particles this mean
�eld is not known a priori and has to be determined self-consistently in an iterative
procedure. However, it became clear very early that HF is lacking some crucial physical
features, as it could not even reliably describe the binding and dissociation of diatomic
molecules.
The failure of HF theory is a direct consequence of the fact that it leaves out

correlation e�ects. This is speci�cally true of singlet spin states, where the spatial
wave function is symmetric, while for a triplet spin state, the antisymmetry of the
spatial wave function automatically guarantees a node along the diagonal x1 = x2,
similar to the Coulomb hole. In the context of MCTDHF, and for the purpose of this
thesis, we de�ne Hartree-Fock to be uncorrelated. Any wave function that cannot be
represented by a single Slater determinant is correlated in this sense.
Conceptually, one distinguishes two kinds of correlation, long-range correlation and

short-range correlation [41]. The distinction is somewhat vague, but it is illuminating
to look at some typical examples.
Long-range correlation is necessary to describe dissociation and ionization correctly.

For a two-electron atom or molecule after single ionization, a physically sensible wave
function for the singlet spin state, has the form (φ = bound, χ = continuum)

Ψ(x1, x2) =
[
c1φφ+ c2

1√
2

(φχ+ χφ)
]

1√
2

(↑↓ − ↓↑)

= c1A(φ↑φ↓) + c2[A(φ↑χ↓) +A(χ↑φ↓)],

(2.6)

which is a sum of the ground state Slater determinant and two Slater determinants
for the ionized system. On the other hand, the restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) wave
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function is of the general form

ΨRHF = A(ξ↑ξ↓). (2.7)

In RHF one demands that both electrons occupy the same spatial orbital. Each orbital
then contains a bound and a continuum part ξ = (1/

√
2)(φ+ χ), which leads to

ΨRHF = 1
2 A(φ↑φ↓ + φ↑χ↓ + χ↑φ↓ + χ↓χ↓). (2.8)

This necessarily contains the last contribution χχ where both electrons are in the
continuum, implying some unphysical double ionization. As a result, RHF has a ten-
dency to overestimate the electronic Coulomb repulsion energy, since the electrons are
required to occupy the same orbital and to reside in the same spatial regions. The en-
ergetic penalty associated with this spurious double ionization suppresses at the same
time single ionization in Hartree-Fock. For small ionization yield, this term, which is
quadratic in the ionization probability, is of less importance, but for strong �elds, this
causes major errors. Unrestricted Hartree-Fock could in principle cure this de�ciency,
but is itself plagued by spin contamination, i.e. the fact that the wave function is not
a spin eigenstate, which in turn often leads to much worse trouble.
The other type of correlation determines the short-range behavior of the wave func-

tion in the vicinity of electronic coalescence points, where the interelectronic distance
rij = 0 for some electron pair ij. At these points, there is a singularity in the Coulomb
repulsion 1/rij of the Hamiltonian. However, considering the (stationary) Schrödinger
equation,

HΨ = EΨ, (2.9)

we observe that the right-hand side stays �nite all the time. Further, the local energy
HΨ/Ψ = E should be constant, and therefore the singularity in H cannot be undone
by requiring Ψ to go to zero su�ciently fast at rij = 0. This would imply that Ψ =
O(rkij), k ≥ 1 for rij −→ 0 to cancel the Coulomb singularity, but then

HΨ
Ψ
∼ αk−1r

k−1
ij + αkr

k
ij + · · ·

rkij + · · · (2.10)

would become singular. Hence the singularity must be cancelled by another term in
HΨ. Kato [36] derived the necessary cusp conditions (for singlet states),

∂Ψ
∂rij

∣∣∣∣
rij=0

=
Ψ
2

∣∣∣∣
rij=0

. (2.11)

In general, this means that the wave function derivative with respect to single-particle
coordinates is discontinuous at the coalescence point. This behavior cannot be achieved
by a single product of orbitals. In fact, to correctly represent this discontinuous be-
havior by a sum of Slater determinants, a very large number of terms is necessary.
Fortunately, su�cient accuracy for energy and other observables can be reached with
a smaller basis set because the region a�ected by the cusp is small and contributes lit-
tle to these observables. For completeness, we note that at the 3-particle coalescence
point there is a logarithmic singularity [24], which also impedes convergence when
using separable basis sets.
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2.2 Where can we �nd correlation?

As we saw, HF misses some important aspects of the electron interaction, yet it often
gives reasonable results. This raises the question: Under what circumstances does
correlation become important? Some general reasoning:

• Separation of energy scales:

� High energy: If the kinetic energy is considerably larger than the interaction
energy, interaction can be largely neglected. Examples: free electron gas
model of conductors, plasma theory.

� Level spacing: If the energy levels are widely separated, only a few of them
are energetically accessible, which limits correlation. Conversely, if there
is a large number of dense-lying states, many of them can be populated.
Example: atoms vs. molecules. In molecules, due to splitting of (imaginary)
atomic orbitals, the excitation energies are smaller, and hence correlation
is expected to be more important than in atoms.

• Separation of time scales:

Example: When an electron is removed suddenly, the other electrons have no
time to react and modify the ionization process itself. But afterwards, there will
be some rearrangement, which will be governed by correlation.

Of course, energy and time are conjugate quantities, so the two aspects are not inde-
pendent.
In strong-laser interaction of molecules, which is the main topic of this thesis, the

presence of dense-lying molecular states and attosecond sensitivity of experiments
makes it likely that correlation has an appreciable in�uence on experimental observa-
tions. But the signi�cance of correlation is very much problem-dependent and cannot
be easily predicted in general. This emphasizes the need for ab-initio numerical cal-
culations.

2.3 How to cope with correlation

While correlation makes physics a lot more interesting, it turns the solution of the
Schrödinger equation into an extremely daunting computational challenge:

• Storage: For a wave function of f electrons Ψ(x1, . . . , xf ) on a spatial grid
with L grid points, the storage requirement scales like Lf . For a realistic quasi-
3D model of molecular strong-�eld ionization one uses e.g. 104 grid points and
4 electrons. In this example, we already need to store 104×4 = 1016 (complex
double) numbers, corresponding to 160 PB (Petabyte) of memory, which exceeds
the capacities of any existing machine by far.
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• Operations count for applying electron-electron interaction: The two-particle
interaction operator V12(x, y) is e�ectively an L× L matrix. For a single appli-
cation of this operator to the wave function, we need to carry out L2 × Lf−1

multiplications (and roughly the same number of additions, whose cost should
be negligible on current hardware). For our example above, this works out as
about 104×(4+1) = 1020 �oating point operations. Even if using a large cluster
of ∼ 103 parallel processors with ∼ 1012 Hz each, a single application would still
take ∼ 105 seconds or roughly 1 day. Given that a full time propagation usually
takes hundreds of thousands of applications of the Hamiltonian, this turns out
to be totally unfeasible.

As the direct, brute force approach is out of the question for more than 2 electrons
for the foreseeable future, we need to �nd smarter solutions. An intuitive grasp of the
complications introduced by correlation and how one can more e�ciently deal with it
can be gained from a schematic visualization.
Fig. 2.1a represents the wave function of two electrons in one dimension. Antisym-

metrization results in mirror symmetry about the x = y line (disregarding the sign).
In Hartree-Fock, one tries to cover this blob by a single product of orbital functions,

as depicted in �g. 2.1b. No matter how you stretch or squeeze this rectangle, it will
miss some signi�cant part of the real wave function.
Much better results can be achieved if we allow for a larger set of orbitals and hence

more con�gurations to �tile� the wave function, as shown in �g. 2.1c. This is called
Multi-Con�guration Hartree-Fock.
Next we allow the wave function to vary in time, so that e.g. at time t′ the wave

function has changed drastically (�g. 2.1d). Our previously chosen orbital set now
matches our needs quite badly. In order to achieve a reasonably realistic description
of Ψ, one would require a considerably enlarged basis set. This is the approach of
time-dependent Con�guration Interaction (CI), i.e. using a (usually huge) �xed set of
con�gurations (�g. 2.1e).
We can however improve the �t appreciably by using a time-dependent orbital basis

(�g. 2.1f), to choose at each time the optimal basis set for a �xed basis size. This is the
essence of theMulti-Con�guration Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (MCTDHF) method
described in the following chapter.
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(a)

Hartree-Fock

Ψ(x, y) = φ1(x)φ2(y)− φ2(x)φ1(y)

(b)

Multi-Con�guration Hartree-Fock

Ψ(x, y; t) = φ1(x)φ2(y) + φ1(x)φ3(y)

+ φ1(x)φ4(y) + φ2(x)φ3(y)

+ φ2(x)φ4(y) + φ3(x)φ4(y)

− (x↔ y)

(c)

Figure 2.122



(d)

Con�guration interaction
(time-independent basis)

Ψ(x, y; t′) = φ1(x)φ4(y) + φ2(x)φ3(y)

+ φ2(x)φ4(y)− (x↔ y)

(e)

Multi-Con�guration Time-Dependent
Hartree-Fock

(time-dependent basis)

Ψ(x, y; t′) = φ′1(x)φ′4(y) + φ′2(x)φ′3(y)

+ φ′2(x)φ′4(y)− (x↔ y)

(f)

Figure 2.1 23
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3 MCTDHF

3.1 Ansatz

Extending the idea of Hartree-Fock, MCTDHF strives to solve the multi-electron
Schrödinger equation within the subspace of multi-con�guration wave functions, i.e.
linear combinations of all possible f -electron Slater determinants, which can be formed
from n di�erent orbitals

Ψ(q1, . . . , qf ; t) =
n∑

j1=1

· · ·
n∑

jf=1

Bj1···jf (t)φj1(q1; t) · · ·φjf (qf ; t) (3.1)

where n is the number of orbitals, f is the number of electrons, Bj1···jf are the time-
dependent expansion coe�cients, φj(q, t) are the time-dependent orbitals and qκ =
(~rκ,mκ) denotes the κ-th particle's coordinates including spatial coordinates and spin
quantum number.
The ansatz is analogous to multi-con�guration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH)

[8], but for the distinct case of indistinguishable fermions. The antisymmetry of the
wave function under exchange of any two electrons is re�ected in the antisymmetry
of the coe�cients BJ in all its indices

BJ = sign(π)Bπ(J), (3.2)

where π(J) is any permutation of the f -tuple of indices (or multi-index) J = (j1, . . . , jf ).
Thus, we can alternatively write the wave function as a sum over Slater determinants

Ψ(q1, . . . , qf ; t) =
∑
(J)

B(J)Φ(J) (3.3)

where

ΦJ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
φj1(q1) . . . φjf (q1)

...
...

φj1(qf ) . . . φjf (qf )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (3.4)

is a Slater determinant, or con�guration, and (J) is an ordered multi-index (j1, . . . , jf ),
j1 < · · · < jf . In total, there are

(n
f

)
possible Slater determinants.

The orbitals are chosen to be orthonormalized

〈φj |φk〉 = δjk. (3.5)

Note that both the coe�cients and the orbitals are time-dependent. This is in con-
trast to con�guration-interaction methods (CI), where one expands in a �xed set
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of molecular states. These states are usually chosen as the lowest excited states of
the time-independent problem. The advantage of MCTDHF is, that at any time, we
choose the optimal set of orbitals to represent the wave function. Thus, one usually
needs a substantially smaller number of con�gurations to get converged results. On
the downside, of course, one needs to propagate the orbitals in time.
The representation (3.1) is not unique. We can choose any � possibly time-dependent

� unitary n× n-matrix U(t), to transform the orbitals and the coe�cients

φ′j = Ujkφk, (3.6a)

B′j1···jf = U−1
j1k1
· · ·U−1

jfkf
Bk1···kf . (3.6b)

The U -matrices of the B's and φ's cancel in Ψ, so the wave function is invariant.
In order to de�ne unique equations of motion, we need some sort of �gauge �xing�.

We want to avoid for the time evolution of the φ's to just �re-mix� the old φ's. Thus,
any change δφ = φ̇φδt should be orthogonal to the old orbitals:

〈φ̇φj |φk〉 = 0. (3.7)

Making a �gauge transformation� φ′ = Uφ, we get the alternative condition

〈φ̇φ ′j |φ′k〉 = UklU̇U
∗
jm〈φm | φl〉+ UklU

∗
jm〈φ̇φm | φl〉

= UklU̇U
∗
jl

= (UU̇U †)kj

= i gjk,

(3.8)

where g = −i(UU̇U †)T is a hermitian matrix, which follows from

UU † = 1⇒ U̇UU † = −UU̇U †. (3.9)

Hence, we can de�ne a hermitian operator ĝg such that

−i 〈φ̇φ ′j |φ′k〉 = 〈φ′j |ĝg |φ′k〉 = gjk. (3.10)

The role of U can be further elucidated by considering the simplest example when
there is no electron-electron interaction,

H =
f∑
κ=1

h(qκ). (3.11)

The exact solution for this problem is (one Slater determinant only),

Ψ(q1, . . . , qf ; t) = B(0)A[e−i ε1t φ1(q1; 0) · · · e−i εf t φf (qf ; 0)] (3.12)

There are now two extreme possibilities:
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• The time-dependent phase goes entirely into the coe�cient:

ĝg = 0,

B(t) = e−i(ε1+···+εf )t ,

φj(t) = const .

(3.13)

• The phase goes entirely into the orbitals:

ĝg = h0,

B(t) = const .

φj(t) = e−i εjt φj(0).

(3.14)

In conclusion, the ambiguities can be removed by condition (3.10).

3.2 Deriving equations of motion

Our goal is to solve the TDSE with the ansatz (3.1). Based on an observation of
Dirac [21], Frenkel [25] has derived a variational principle for the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation,

〈δΨ|i ∂t −H(t)|Ψ〉 = 0, (3.15)

which is most suitable to derive the equations obeyed by the MCTDHF wave function.
Condition (3.15) can be given an intuitive geometrical interpretation. The space

spanned by all multi-con�guration Hartree-Fock wave functions for n orbitals and
f electrons is a non-linear subspace (a submanifold) M of the whole Hilbert space
H. The approximate solution for the wave function Ψ(t) traces out a curve on this
submanifold. At each point of the curve, its tangent Ψ̇Ψ(t) lies within the tangent space
TM(Ψ(t)) to M at Ψ(t). For the exact wave function, we would have Ψ̇Ψexact(t) =
−iHΨexact(t). However, −iHΨ(t) will in general not belong to TM(Ψ(t)). As an
approximation, we choose the element ut of the tangent space, which lies closest to
−iHΨ(t), i.e.

Ψ̇Ψ(t) := ut ∈ TM(Ψ(t)) with ||ut − (−iHΨ(t))||−→ min . (3.16)

Since fortunately TM(Ψ(t)) is itself a linear subspace of the linear Hilbert space H, we
know how to compute ut, namely by the orthogonal projection theorem. ut is simply
the orthogonal projection of −iHΨ(t) onto the tangent space:

ut = PTM(Ψ(t))(−iHΨ(t)). (3.17)

But this is equivalent to saying that the di�erence ut − (−iHΨ(t)) is orthogonal to
the tangent space, i.e. to any variation δΨ, which is precisely what is expressed by the
Dirac-Frenkel variational principle (3.15).
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The admissible variations of the MCTDHF wave function (3.1) are variations of
the coe�cients δBJ and of the orbitals δφj . Inserting these into (3.15) and using the
above-mentioned constraints

〈φj | φk〉 = δjk, (3.18a)

− i 〈φ̇φj | φk〉 = 〈φj | ĝg(t) | φk〉, (3.18b)

with a hermitian, but otherwise arbitrary ĝg(t), one obtains the following working
equations of MCTDHF:

i ḂB j1···jf =
∑
k1···kf

〈φj1 · · ·φjf | H | φk1 · · ·φkf 〉Bj1···kf

−
f∑
κ=1

n∑
k=1

〈φjκ |ĝg |φk〉Bj1···jκ−1kjκ+1···jf (3.19a)

i φ̇φj = ĝgφj + (1− P )
[ n∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

(ρ−1)jlHlkφk − ĝgφj
]
. (3.19b)

Here, ρjl denotes the density matrix,

ρjl =
n∑

j2=1

· · ·
n∑

jf=1

B∗jj2···jfBlj2···jf , (3.20)

and P is the projector onto the space spanned by the time-dependent orbitals φj ,

P =
n∑
j=1

|φj〉〈φj |. (3.21)

Hlk is the matrix of mean-�eld operators,

Hlk =
〈

δΨ
δφl(q1)

∣∣∣∣ H ∣∣∣∣ δΨ
δφk(q1)

〉
, (3.22)

where the functional derivative δ/δφj(q1) is de�ned as

δΨ
δφl(q1)

= Blj2···jfφj2(q2) · · ·φjf (qf ). (3.23)

We can rewrite the working equations in a compact manner by de�ning

KJL := 〈φj1 · · ·φjf |H|φl1 · · ·φlf 〉 (3.24)

and using K,H,B,φ,ρ as short notations for the tensors in orbital space KJL, Hkl,
AJ , φj , ρkl. Then (3.19a) and (3.19b) become

i ḂB = KB (3.25a)

i φ̇φ = ĝgφ+ (1− P )
[
ρ−1Hφ− ĝgφ

]
. (3.25b)
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4 Implementation

4.1 Hamiltonian and working equations for laser-driven
few-electron systems

In this thesis, MCTDHF is applied to few-electron systems, i.e. primarily molecules,
interacting with a strong laser �eld. The Hamiltonian of a system of f electrons in an
external electric �eld has the form

H(t) =
f∑
κ=1

{1
2

[−i ~∇κ + ~A(t)]2 + ϕel(~rκ, t) + Vn(~rκ) + Vcap(~rκ) +
f∑

λ=κ+1

V12(|~rκ − ~rλ|)
}
.

(4.1)

If not otherwise indicated we use atomic units , where ~ = me = e = 1 and the electric
charge of the electron is −e. The interaction of the electrons with the �eld is included
in dipole approximation by the vector potential ~A(t) and the scalar potential ϕel(~r, t),
where in

velocity gauge ~A 6= 0, ϕel = 0 (4.2a)

length gauge ~A = 0, ϕel = ~E(t) · ~r. (4.2b)

The relation between the electric �eld and the electromagnetic potentials is de�ned to

be ~E(t) = − ~̇A− ~∇ϕel. Note that we do not include any factor of c. Therefore ~A has the
same dimension as the momentum. The nuclei of the system are assumed �xed in space
and act with the potential Vn(~rκ) on the κ-th electron. A complex absorbing potential
Vcap is optionally included to damp re�ections from the boundaries. The electron-
electron interaction is the Coulomb potential, V12(|~rκ−~rλ|) = |~rκ − ~rλ|−1 in 3 dimen-
sions and some screened version in 1D models, e.g. V12(|zκ−zλ|) = 1/

√
(zκ − zλ)2 + a2

with a screening parameter a.
Equations (3.19a) and (3.19b) can be further transformed by splitting the Hamil-

tonian into a single- and a two-particle part:

H = H(1) +H(2). (4.3)

where H(1) is a sum of single-particle operators

H(1) =
f∑
κ=1

h(qκ; t) (4.4)
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and

H(2) =
f∑
κ=1

f∑
λ=κ+1

V12(qκ, qλ). (4.5)

Accordingly, we can split K (3.24) into a one- and two-particle contribution, with

(K1B)j1···jf =
n∑
k=1

f∑
λ=1

hjλkBj1···jλ−→k···jf , (4.6)

where we have introduced the single-particle matrix elements hjλk = 〈φjλ |h|φk〉. The
lhs is calculated for the

(n
f

)
ordered f -tuples j1 < · · · < jf . The notation j1 · · · jλ −→

k · · · jf means that the index jλ is replaced with k. Due to antisymmetry of the B's
there are at most n− f + 1 non-vanishing terms in the rhs sum over k, which gives a
count of

(n
p

)× (n−f+1
1

)× (f1)� nf multiplications. Similarly we have

(K2B)j1···jf =
f∑
κ=1

f∑
κ<λ

n∑
k=1

n∑
k<l

(Hjκjλkl −Hjκjλlk)Bj1···jκ−→k···jλ−→l···jf

(4.7)

with a corresponding multiplication count of
(n
f

)× (n−f+2
2

)× (f2). For systems of only
a few fermions and moderate correlation � which holds for a large class of chemical
systems � all these numbers remain small and constitute only a small fraction of
computational e�ort.
Inserting H(1) into (3.22) yields

H
(1)
lk = h(q1; t)ρlk + (f − 1)A∗lmj3···jfAkpj3···jf 〈φm | h | φp〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

Qlk

(4.8)

In the working equation, the last term appears as Qlkφk, which is annihilated by the
projector (1− P ). Similarly, we get

H
(2)
lk = (f − 1)B∗lrj3···jfBksj3···jf 〈φr | V12(q1, q2) | φs〉+Qlk (4.9)

where the last term again drops out of the working equations.

4.2 Spin

When we consider systems without spin forces, spin is strictly conserved. Rather
than explicitly enforcing a given spin symmetry, all spin states are propagated and
redundant operations are bypassed in the code. For the orbitals we choose single spin
eigenfunctions and set all one-particle integrals for orbitals with di�erent spins and
all mean-�eld operators that would connect di�erent spins equal to 0. For simplicity,
some redundancy is admitted in the evaluation of the rhs of (3.25a).
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With this approach, we do not need to distinguish �unrestricted� Hartree-Fock from
the mostly employed �restricted� scheme, where orbitals are subjected to the con-
straint that their spatial parts must either be identical or orthogonal. Our only fun-
damental requirement is orthogonality of the orbitals including the spin coordinate.
In Multi-Con�guration Hartree-Fock this distinction loses much of its relevance, as
any unrestricted scheme can be accommodated within a larger restricted scheme with
comparable computational e�ort, by simple splitting the spatial orbitals into mutually
orthogonal parts. In practice, we mostly use the restricted version employing orbitals
with pairwise identical spatial parts and � again � avoiding redundant operations.
For obtaining an initial state with spin quantum numbers S and Sz by imaginary

time propagation it is su�cient to start from a guess state with quantum numbers
S, Sz. We �rst construct a set of orbitals φ, usually with the eigenfunctions of some
single-particle Hamiltonian for the spatial part. A suitable guess coe�cient vector
BSSz is obtained by projection onto the subspace with the desired spin:

BSSz = PSQSzB. (4.10)

A straightforward way of constructing the projection operators PS and QSz for small
numbers of orbitals is by diagonalizing the

(n
f

)× (nf) spin matrices

SJL = 〈ΦJ |S2|ΦL〉 and MJL = 〈ΦJ |S2|ΦL〉. (4.11)

Here one must make sure that the matrices S and M commute, that is that the
determinants ΦJ cover complete spin subspaces, e.g. by starting from a maximal set
of all doubly occupied spatial orbitals.

4.3 Spatial discretization

For our model application of laser-driven molecules there is no single coordinate sys-
tem that allows an e�cient separation of the single-particle functions: near the nuclei
spherical symmetry dominates, but for detached electrons in a linearly polarized �eld
cylindrical coordinates are most appropriate. To maintain the highest possible �exibil-
ity, in the present code, we represent the single particle functions on a 3-dimensional
product basis of one-dimensional �nite-element (FE) functions. Within this scheme
we can implement any kind of coordinate system. For the applications presented in
this thesis, either cylindrical or 1D Cartesian coordinates were used.
The FE framework o�ers superior �exibility over other formulations, which comprise

global basis sets (spectral methods) on the one hand, and other local methods, such as
�nite di�erences and discrete variable representation (DVR) on the other hand. This
�exibility comes in especially handy for our target applications.
At typical laser parameters, the ionization of bound systems ranges from a few

percent to total depletion, so that a large fraction of the system is in continuum
states. To accurately represent bound states near the nuclei, a �ner discretization is
required than for the free motion in the laser �eld. By contrast, hard electron-electron
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collisions are unimportant for continuum electrons and the short-range behavior of
the Coulomb repulsion is not as critical as near the nuclei. Therefore for both the
electron orbitals and the electron-electron interaction the �nite-element discretization
allows to tune the size of the �nite elements in a position-dependent way. In cases
where the dynamics remains mostly within the bound-state regime, Gaussian functions
were successfully employed [37]. There are further technical reasons for using FEs.
Accurate integrations near the singularities of the potentials require transformations
to denser quadrature grids, which can be easily administered with local functions.
Local representations of all operators, including the di�erential operators, are also
needed for e�cient parallelization.
We use FEs of arbitrary order as described in [83]. A given coordinate q is split

into intervals [qn−1, qn] and the �nite elements are completely de�ned by the type and

number of approximation functions g(q)
nk (q), k = 0, . . . ,K on that interval. The only

requirement for the g(q)
nk is that

(i) they be di�erentiable once,
(ii) that they can be linearly re-combined such that they all vanish at the endpoints

of the of the FE, except for two of them: these are non-zero at the lower and upper
boundary, respectively,

g
(q)
nK(qn) = g

(q)
n0 (qn−1) = 1, else (4.12a)

g
(q)
nk (qn−1) = g

(q)
nk (qn) = 0. (4.12b)

A spatial orbital in 3 dimensions is written as

φ(r, s, t) =
∑
l,m,n

∑
i,j,k

clmn,ijk g
(r)
li (r)g(s)

mj(s)g
(t)
nk(t) (4.13)

The sums extend over all �voxels�, i.e. triplets of 1-dimensional elements (l,m, n), and
over all functions (i, j, k) on each voxel.
Neighboring voxels are connected by the requirement of continuity at qn, which

translates into a linear constraint on the single-particle function expansion coe�cients,
e.g. for the t-coordinate

clm(n−1),ijK = clmn,ij0. (4.14)

Note that for the discretization of di�erential operators up to the second order, conti-
nuity of the derivative is not required: formally a δ-like second derivative appears, but
it is always integrated over with a continuous function. Dirichlet boundary conditions
can be implemented by setting the desired values for the �rst coe�cient of the �rst
element and the last coe�cient of the last element, respectively.
Any set of linearly independent functions with suitable continuity properties and

boundary values can be used to represent the solution within one element. General
global bases are included as limiting cases in this scheme, when a single element covers
the whole coordinate range. To obtain a (global) DVR of the basis, one transforms it
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such that it diagonalizes the coordinate operator. Our FE scheme also includes the
case of the so-called FE-DVR method [77], where polynomial �nite element functions
are represented by their values at the quadrature points of a Lobatto scheme which
includes the points at the element boundaries. This allows an easy implementation
of continuity conditions. The same Lobatto quadrature can be employed for most
integrations, if one makes minor compromises on the quadrature error.
For the implementation, in particular for parallelization, it is convenient to for-

mulate the continuity condition for coordinate q at boundary qn with the help of a
projection operator Q̂Q(q)

n

Q̂Q(q)
n = 1− P̂P (q)

n = 1− |dn〉〈dn| (4.15)

which acts on the coe�cients c. The �discontinuity vector�

〈dn| = 1√
2

(. . . , 0, 0,−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, 0, . . .) (4.16)

has the values −1 and +1 at the position of the pairs of coe�cients that need to
be identical for continuity at qn. The projector ensuring continuity at all element
boundaries on coordinate q is given by

Q̂Q(q)
n =

∏
n

(1− P̂P (q)
n ) = 1−

∑
n

P̂P (q)
n =: 1− P̂P (q) (4.17)

The second equality holds because of the mutual orthogonality of the projectors
P̂P

(q)
n P̂P

(q)
m = 0 for n 6= m. A coe�cient vector for a continuous function in 3D is ob-

tained from an arbitrary coe�cient vector c by applying the projectors for all three
directions

ccont = Q̂Q(r)Q̂Q(s)Q̂Q(t)c =: Q̂Qc (4.18)

In our model applications we need very large grids: the oscillation amplitude of
the free electrons in typical �elds may reach several tens of atomic units. Some of
the most prominent strong �eld phenomena like high-harmonic generation or non-
sequential double ionization occur only when electrons return to the molecule. During
the excursion, electron kinetic energies can reach several atomic units. For a proper
representation of the momentum and excursion of the electrons, we need a typical
number of 500 discretization points in the polarization direction of the laser and
at least several tens of points in the perpendicular direction. Even when we only
admit cylindrically symmetric orbitals, we obtain on the scale of 104 discretization
points per orbital. In spite of the large extension of the simulation box, large parts
of the wave function may reach the box boundaries and need to be absorbed. For
this we employ complex absorbing potentials Vcap. Mostly, CAPs are of the general
form Vcap(~r) = −iW (~r) with a real positive function W , although CAPs with real
parts have also been suggested [32]. Absorption must be strong enough to blot out all
outgoing parts of Ψ within a reasonably short distance in order to keep the box size
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as small as possible. At the same time, re�ections of the wave function from the CAP
itself have to be minimized. The problem is compounded by the fact that absorption
and re�ection depend on the wavelength of the incident electrons, which generally
span a wide range of energies. The search for optimized CAPs has led to a large
number of di�erent expressions for W that have been investigated in the literature
[78, 63, 100]. In the calculations presented in this thesis, we employ the following CAP
with empirically determined parameters:

W (z, ρ) = Wz(z)Wρ(ρ) (4.19)

Wq(q) =


0, |q| < q0

Cq
2

[
1− cos

(
π

Lq
(q − q0)

)]
, q0 < |q| < q0 + Lq

Cq, q0 + Lq < |q|.

(4.20)

The distribution of the FE boundaries can be adjusted to the speci�c physical
system. At large distances electron momenta are predictably lower, while the high-
est momenta appear in the surroundings of the original bound system. Unnecessary
sti�ness of the discretized equations results, when the sum of potential and kinetic
energies locally present in the discretization signi�cantly exceeds the energies in the
actual solution: a dense grid near a negative potential singularity does not signi�cantly
impact on the sti�ness of the system, but the same density in regions of zero potential
may severely slow down time-propagation.
Sti�ness of a di�erential equation means that explicit methods for solving the equa-

tion are numerically unstable, unless the step size is taken to be extremely small. In
practice, given a system of ODEs, one linearizes it,

ẏy = f(y, t) ≈ J(y, t)y, (4.21)

which implies

ẏy t+∆t ≈
[
1 + ∆tJ(yt, t) +O(∆t2)

]
yt. (4.22)

The linear problem is generally considered to be sti� if the Jacobian J has eigenvalues
of unnecessarily large absolute value, which are not present in the actual solution
y. This is because then the step size ∆t must be chosen small in order that the
linearization [1 + ∆tJ ] approximates the correct exponential e∆tJ in a reasonable
way. In our case, J corresponds to the single-electron Hamiltonian H ∼ T + V . Large
eigenvalues can arise from the kinetic energy by too �ne discretization, which, however,
will be o�set when there is a large, negative potential.
Variable grids therefore have the twofold advantage of a signi�cantly lower number

of grid points and fewer sti�ness related problems.
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4.4 One-particle operators

With a FE product basis, the total single-particle Hamiltonian can be written as sum
over �voxel� Hamiltonians

hc = Q̂Q
∑
v

h(v)Q̂Qc (4.23)

for the volumes [rl, rl+1]× [sm, sm+1]× [tn, tn+1] with v = (l,m, n). Assuming locality
of h, the voxel discretization is diagonal with respect to the voxel index v, except for
overlaps between neighboring voxels introduced by the continuity constraint Q̂Q. The
time-independent parts of h(v) are computed during an initial setup stage. The h(v)

are in general full matrices, but their tensor product structure is exploited wherever
possible. For example, the Laplacian in Cartesian coordinates is a sum of three tensor
products,

∆ = ∂2
x ⊗ 1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ∂2

y ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ 1⊗ ∂2
x. (4.24)

The matrix elements of such a 3D tensor product operator O = Ox⊗Oy ⊗Oz on one
voxel can be factorized as

〈li,mj, nk|O|li′,mj′, nk′〉 = 〈li|Ox|li′〉〈mj|Oy|mj′〉〈nk|Oz|nk′〉. (4.25)

For a basis set of size L = LxLyLz, the full matrix application costs L2 operations,
while the factorized form only L2

xLyLz +LxL
2
yLz +LxLyL

2
z = (Lx +Ly +Lz)L. For a

typical calculation in cylindrical coordinates, e.g. Lz = 500 and Lρ = 20, factorization
reduces the operations count from L2 = 108 to (Lz + Lρ)L = 5.2 × 106 by about a
factor of 20.
Potentials are applied by transformations to quadrature grids, which again have

tensor product form. Thus, the matrix element 〈li,mj, nk|V |li′,mj′, nk′〉 is calculated
as

〈li,mj, nk|V |li′,mj′, nk′〉 =
∫

dr ds dt g(r)
li (r) g(s)

mj(s)g
(t)
nk(t)×

V (r, s, t)g(r)
li′

(r)g(s)
mj′

(s)g(t)
nk′

(t)

≈
Nr∑
ρ=1

Ns∑
σ=1

Nt∑
τ=1

g
(r)
li (rρ)g

(s)
mj(sσ)g(t)

nk(tτ )×

V (rρ, sσ, tτ )g(r)
li′

(rρ)g
(s)
mj′

(sσ)g(t)
nk′

(tτ )

≡ g(r,l)
iρ g

(s,m)
jσ g

(t,n)
kτ Vρστ [g(r,l)]Tρi′ [g

(s,m)]Tσj′ [g
(t,n)]Tτk′ ,

(4.26)

where rρ, sσ, tτ are the quadrature points, which are determined once during setup.
Only near the singularities of non-separable potentials, where one would need large
product grids for accurate quadrature and correspondingly expensive transformations,
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all single-electron terms are united in a full 3-dimensional voxel matrix h(v). The
computationally optimal crossover point between the methods is determined during
setup by measuring the CPU time needed for application of h(v) in either form.
When solving the single-particle equations in FE discretization one obtains equa-

tions of the form

Si
d
dt
c = hc (4.27)

where

S := Q̂QS0Q̂Q = Q̂Q
∑
v

S(v)Q̂Q (4.28)

is the overlap matrix, with the voxel overlap matrices S(v) = S(r,l) ⊗ S(s,m) ⊗ S(t,n)

and
S

(q,i)
kk′

= 〈h(q)
i,k |h(q)

i,k′
〉, (q, i) = (r, l), (s,m), (t, n). (4.29)

A parallelizable method for computing S−1hc is described below.

4.5 Two-particle operators

The fact that the interaction is in general singular at the point of coalescence, that it
may be long range, and that we are dealing with very extended orbitals poses great
computational challenges.
As exempli�ed in sec. 2.3, a brute force application of V12 is computationally

utopian. With the single-particle grid size on the scale of a few thousand, the ex-
act discretization of the two-particle operators would lead to matrix sizes of several
millions. For polynomial FE functions, the size of the exact discretization for two-
particle operators can be strongly reduced but always remains signi�cantly larger
than the dimension of the single-particle space. This is usually much too large to even
calculate the discretization of V12, let alone apply it in each time step. We therefore
approximate the interaction potential in three stages by

(i) representing it on a coarse grid that is adjusted to the physical problem in
question,
(ii) factorizing it by the H-matrix technique, and
(iii) making a locally weighted low-rank approximation of the H-matrix.

4.5.1 Representation of V12 on a coarse grid

As electron-electron interactions near the nuclei are more important, we choose a FE
discretization of V12 with high accuracies only in the vicinity of the molecule and much
coarser grids outside. In addition, the order of the FE representation can be chosen
mostly lower than the order of the FE on the orbitals. For e�cient quadrature it is
advantageous if the FE boundaries for V12 are a subset of those for the orbitals.
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For a given FE basis the interaction potential is

V12(q1, q2) ≈
∑
v,v′

Gv(q1)(S−1V12S
−1)vv′Gv′(q2) =: G(q1)WGT (q2) (4.30)

where v = (lmn, ijk) and v′ = (l′m′n′, i′j′k′) label the FE product functions Gv(q) =
g

(r)
li (r)g(s)

mj(s)g
(t)
nk(t). The matrix

(V12)vv′ =
∫

dq1dq2Gv(q1)V12(q1, q2)Gv′(q2) (4.31)

is the discretized potential matrix and S the overlap matrix (4.28). As we are approxi-
mating a multiplication operator, we do not need to enforce continuity across element
boundaries. This has the technical advantage of a strictly local overlap matrix S
which is easily inverted or diagonalized. It has the additional bene�t of maintaining
voxel-wise locality also after application of S−1, which is important for the H-matrix
technique discussed in the following section.

4.5.2 H-matrix representation

For an e�cient computation of the two-particle integrals, it is advantageous to bring
V12 to the form

V12(q1, q2) ≈
M∑
m=1

Um(q1)wmVm(q2), (4.32)

where the functions Um and Vm and the numbers wm can be assumed to be real. From
(4.30) one readily obtains one such representation with the help of the eigenvectors
Wum = umwm, so that

V12(Q1, Q2) ≈
M∑
m=1

(um ·G(q1))wm(um ·G(q2)). (4.33)

In this particular case the left and right functions are identical Um = Vm = um ·G.
For eigenvalues sorted by decreasing modulus |w1| > |w2| > · · · this so-called Schmidt
decomposition constitutes the L2-optimal approximation to (4.30) for a given rank
M . Another well-known example of such a decomposition is the multipole expansion
of the Coulomb potential.
Both the Schmidt decomposition and the multipole expansion have global func-

tions Um and Vm, which makes each term in the sum (4.32) a non-local operator. A
systematic way of generating localized factor functions and take advantage of local
smoothness in V12 is by hierarchical matrices (H-matrices) [29]. This technique relies
on the fact that almost any two-particle interaction will be diagonally dominated and
increasingly smooth far from the diagonal. This is best illustrated by the Coulomb
potential, where for |~r1| � |~r2| a few terms of the multipole expansion su�ce for an
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accurate description of the interaction. If we choose a discretization (like �nite ele-
ments) that to some extent preserves locality properties, this factorization into a few
products carries over to the discrete matrix. The strategy is to �rst approximate large
o�-diagonal blocks of the interaction by a few products and than repeat the proce-
dure for smaller blocks that are closer to the diagonal. One thus obtains hierarchy
of matrix blocks, which each can be approximated by a low-rank matrix, until one
reaches the diagonal elements (cf. �g. 4.1). The sum of the ranks of all blocks of this
decomposition, i.e. the number of terms in (4.32) will in general be larger than the
rank of a Schmidt decomposition of comparable accuracy, however, due to the small
size of the majority of the individual blocks, the operations count for applying the
H-matrix approximation can be much smaller.

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a partitioning of the two-particle potential.
Partitioning is denser near the center of coordinate space by an a priori choice of
discretization. The discrete matrix is divided into blocks that are smaller near the
diagonal. The o�-diagonal blocks allow e�cient low-rank approximation.

Let us demonstrate the working principle of the H-matrix decomposition on some
small examples. Given an L×L-matrix A, we can write it in the same form as (4.32)
by using the singular value decomposition (SVD),

A =
L∑
j=1

σjuj ⊗ v†j . (4.34)

with the singular values σj . IfA is diagonalizable, uj = vj , and σj are the eigenvalues.
In this form, we see that the computational cost of applying A can be reduced in two
ways: (a) by reducing the number of vectors, i.e. the rank of the matrix, (b) by reducing
the length of each vector. The �rst goal can easily be achieved by truncating the SVD
for singular value σj < ε. The latter goal is more tricky and depends on the structure
of the matrix.
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Consider �rst a block-diagonal matrix

A =
(
C 0
0 D

)
(4.35)

where C and D are L/2 × L/2. The eigenvectors of A have the form (uC , 0)T and
(0,uD), respectively. The operations count can hence be reduced from N2 to 2 ×
(N/2)2 = N2/2 by skipping the known zero entries when applying the vectors.
Consider now a slightly perturbed diagonal matrix

A =

1 0 α β
0 1 γ δ
α γ 1 0
β δ 0 1

 =
(
1 E
E 1

)
(4.36)

and assume that the eigenvalues of E are smaller than our required accuracy. Diago-
nalizing the full matrix, we obtain eigenvalues λ ∼ 1, and eigenvectors with no obvious
zero entries. Thus, we cannot simply truncate the SVD, nor can we neglect parts of
the eigenvectors. However, if we factorize the matrix into blocks, and consider the
SVD for each of them separately, we can, within our accuracy requirements, neglect
the E-blocks completely.
We use the H-matrix decomposition to bring the two-particle interaction into the

form (4.32). As in our case the rank of the approximation, i.e. the number of terms in
the sum, a�ects the operations count for the computation of the matrix K2, we set a
lower limit to the block-size of the H-matrix decomposition.
As a last �ne-tuning of the approximation, we choose di�erent approximation ac-

curacies for H-matrix blocks depending on their importance for the physical process.
This is in spirit similar to the initial choice of a coarser FE grid. However, it provides
additional �exibility as it can be made on the two-particle space rather than on the
single-particle coordinates. In addition, it is more systematic as the neglected terms
can be directly related to the L2-error of the approximation.

4.6 Parallelization

On distributed memory machines, the key to e�cient large-scale parallelization are
locality and synchronization. In our typical applications using Hamiltonian (4.1), the
main compute load is on the orbitals for which locality of di�erential and multiplication
operators translates into data locality, if one distributes the spatial part of each orbital
over the compute nodes. Application of the projector Q̂Q for wave function continuity
then involves only nearest-neighbor communication. Somewhat more involved is the
application of a non-diagonal FE inverse overlap matrix S−1, which we discuss below.
The most challenging part is the parallel computation of the mean �eld potentials, as
the two-particle interactions are fundamentally non-local. However, strong interactions
usually occur over a short range, i.e.. locally, while the long-rang part of the interaction
is well described by low-rank approximations. With the H-matrix decomposition we
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have already taken advantage of such a structure. Below we show how the H-matrix
structure can be used for parallelization.
For simplicity, we assume that only the most extended coordinate is distributed

over compute nodes. For our model systems, this is usually the z-coordinate. The
z-axis is split at some �nite element boundaries and each chunk is assigned to a
di�erent compute node. In the MCTDHF applications so far, the coe�cient vector
BJ is comparatively small and does not require parallelization.
Fig. 4.2 summarizes the work �ow of our parallelized MCTDHF implementation.

Starting from a set of old orbitals φ and coe�cients B, we calculate the mean �elds
H, which requires communication across all nodes. Applying the mean �elds and the
single-particle operators in the equations of motion, we compute new coe�cients B
and provisional new orbitals φ. The latter are then subjected to the continuity condi-
tion, which requires mostly nearest-node communication. This procedure is repeated
at each time step.

4.6.1 Application of the inverse overlap matrix S−1

With high-order FE methods the inverse overlap matrix can be approximately trans-
formed to the unit matrix by local transformations. However, the exact overlap matrix
can also be applied with only little extra inter-node communication. One reason why
one may want to make this small e�ort is to maintain the variational property of the
FE discretization.
For solving an equation of the form (4.27) we must invert the matrix S in the

subspace of Q̂Q. For that purpose, we use the identity

S−1 = (Q̂QS0Q̂Q)−1 = Q̂QS−1
0 Q̂Q − Q̂QS−1

0 P̂P (P̂P S−1
0 P̂P )−1P̂P S−1

0 Q̂Q (4.37)

which holds for any pair of mutually orthogonal projectors P̂P + Q̂Q = 1. The inversion
is to be understood in the sense

(Q̂QS0Q̂Q)−1Q̂QS0Q̂Q = Q̂Q (4.38)

and analogous for (P̂P S−1
0 P̂P )−1. The advantage of replacing the inversion of Q̂QS0Q̂Q

with the inversion of P̂P S−1
0 P̂P lies in the fact that the number of P̂P n

′
s that connect

coe�cients on di�erent compute nodes is much smaller than the dimension of Q̂Q, which
equals the number of independent coe�cients in z-direction. Only this small number
of coe�cients needs to be exchanged in an all-to-all type of communication.

4.6.2 Parallel computation of mean �elds

With a factorization of the form (4.32) the computation of the integrals can be split
into three steps. First the single-particle factor integrals calculated locally

Umik,ν = 〈φi | Um | φk〉ν , (4.39)

where the subscript ν indicates that integrations are restricted to the ν-th compute
node. This integration needs to be done only for Um, as due to the exchange-symmetry
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of the two-particle operator, for each m there is an m′ such that Wmik = Um′ik. The
integrals are then added up over all nodes ν where Um(q) has non-vanishing support

Umik =
∑
ν

Umik,ν . (4.40)

With an H-matrix partitioning as sketched in �g. 4.1 many Um have their support
only on a single node and require no summation and no communication in this step,
and a large number of m's involves only two or a few nodes causing little commu-
nication. After summation of the integrals they are distributed to those nodes that
compute separate parts of the K-matrix and the mean-�eld potentials. Finally, the
application of the mean �eld potentials is strictly local and multiplication of B by
the distributed K matrix requires all-to-all communication of the coe�cient vector
B, which has moderate size.

4.6.3 Dynamic load balancing

Synchronization is deteriorated by imbalance of the compute load introduced by the
strong spatial variation of the potentials and the spatial weighting of the H-matrix
decomposition. The exact load distribution is di�cult to predict a priori. For typical
applications, we have observed load imbalances of 50% or more with a corresponding
loss in scalability. We have therefore implemented a scheme where self-timing of the
code is used to re-distribute the load over the processors.
Dynamic load balancing causes little overhead as imbalances originate in the time-

independent part of the operators and only few adjustments occur after the initial
establishment of a balanced distribution.

4.7 Measuring correlation

As mentioned in sec. 3.1, the coe�cients in the MCTDHF wave function expansion
(3.1) are not unique as we can make a change of bases by a unitary matrix U(t). We
can however arrive at a unique representation by considering the one-particle density
matrix

ρ(1)(q, q′) :=
∫

dq2 · · · dqf Ψ(q, q2, . . . , qf )Ψ∗(q′, q2, . . . , qf ) (4.41)

which becomes, on inserting (3.1),

ρ(1)(q, q′) = Bjj2···jfB
∗
kk2···kfφj(q)φ

∗
k(q
′)

= ρ
(1)
jk φj(q)φ

∗
k(q
′).

(4.42)

(Note that ρ(1)
jk is de�ned with exchanged indices as compared to (3.20).) Since ρ(1)

jk is
a hermitian matrix, we can diagonalize it, such that

ρ(1)(q, q′) =
∑
j

pjφ̃φj(q)φ̃φ∗j (q
′). (4.43)
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The new φ̃jφj are called the natural orbitals [57], which are unique (except if some
eigenvalues pj are degenerate) for each Ψ and are the eigenfunctions of the one-particle
density operator

ρ̂ρ(1) = Trq2,...,qf (|Ψ〉〈Ψ|). (4.44)

The real eigenvalues pj are called the natural populations. The rate at which the
natural populations drop o� in magnitude serves as a measure for the degree of corre-
lation. For each natural orbital, the corresponding eigenvalue indicates how signi�cant
are the contributions of the con�gurations where the orbital participates to the total
wave function. For an f -electron Hartree-Fock wave function pj = 1, j = 1, . . . , f and
pj = 0, j > f , i.e. each of f orbitals is equally important, since there is only one con-
�guration. For a strongly correlated wave function, more than f orbitals are necessary
and their populations would only slowly go to zero. Using the natural orbitals as a
basis set in the expansion (3.1) is optimal insofar as it allows to represent any wave
function with the minimum number for orbitals for a given error (in the L2-sense).

4.8 Observables

4.8.1 Projections onto multi-particle states

The overlap between two multi-particle wave functions constructed from the same
orthonormal set of orbitals is obtained from the inner product of the two coe�cient
vectors. For the calculation of overlaps with di�erent sets of orbitals, e.g. the autocor-
relation function 〈Ψ(0) | Ψ(t)〉, one can take advantage of antisymmetry by observing
that

〈Ψb | Ψc〉 =
∑
j1···jf

∑
l1···lf

B∗j1···jf

( f∏
κ=1

Ojκlκ
)
Cl1···lf

= f !
∑

j1<···<jf

∑
l1<···<lf

B∗j1···jfCl1···lf det(Ol1···lfj1···jf ),

(4.45)

where Ojk = 〈φbj | φck〉 and

Ok1···kfj1···jf :=


Oj1k1 . . . Oj1kf
...

...
Ojpk1 . . . Ojpkf

 (4.46)

denotes the submatrix of the overlap matrix for the respective left and right index
sets.

4.8.2 One- and two-particle

For a system of indistinguishable particles the general form of a one-particle observ-
able X is the sum of one operator in the single-particle space over all single-particle
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coordinates

X(q1, . . . , qf ) =
f∑
κ=1

x(qκ). (4.47)

For example, the dipole moment operator is dz =
∑f

κ=1 zκ. The expectation value of
X with an MCTDHF wave function Ψ is therefore just f times the expectation value
for the �rst particle

〈Ψ | X | Ψ〉 = f
n∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

Xkl

∑
j2···jf

B∗kj2···jfBlj2···jf =: f Tr(ρX), (4.48)

where X denotes the matrix Xjl = 〈φj | x | φl〉 and ρ is the single-particle density
matrix.
Two-particle observables have the general form

Y =
f∑

κ,λ=1

y(qκ, qλ). (4.49)

Analogous to single-particle expectation values, general two-particle expectation val-
ues can be written as

〈Ψ|Y |Ψ〉 = f2 Tr(Y σ), (4.50)

where we have introduced the two-particle density-matrix

σkl,mn =
∑
j3···jf

B∗klj3···jfBmnj3···jf (4.51)

and the matrix Ykl,mn = 〈φkφl|y|φmφn〉.

4.8.3 All-particle observables

The scheme set up above for one- and two-particle observables can be generalized
to many-particle observables. One such observable that involves all particles is the
probability of single or multiple ionization, which we de�ne as the probability of
�nding � at large times � any m particles outside some binding area A, while the
remaining particles are inside this area.
The corresponding operator is

Zm =
∑
Tm

∏
κ∈Tm

OA(qκ)
∏
λ 6∈Tm

PA(qλ) (4.52)

where Tm extends over all m-element subsets of {1, . . . , f},

OA(q) =
{

0 for Q ∈ A
1 else

(4.53)

and PA = 1−OA (i.e. the characteristic function of A). The expectation value for this
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f -particle operator is

〈Ψ | Zm | Ψ〉 = f !
∑

j1<···<jf

∑
l1<···<lf

B∗j1···jfZ
l1···lf
j1···jfBl1···lf , (4.54)

where for observables of the form (4.52) the matrix elements Z
l1···lf
j1···jf can be evaluated

as
Z
l1···lf
j1···jf =

∑
R,S

σ(S)σ(R) det(OSR) det(PC(S)
C(R)

), (4.55)

and the sum extends over all ordered m-element subsets R = (r1, . . . , rm) and S =
(s1, . . . , sm) of {j1, . . . , jf} and {l1, . . . , lf}, respectively. C(R) denotes the comple-
ment of R, i.e. those indices of (j1, . . . , jf ) that do not occur in R and analogous for

C(S). The single-particle submatricesOSR and PC(S)
C(R) of the matricesOjl = 〈φj | OB | φl〉

and Pjl = 〈φj | PB | φl〉 are de�ned as in (4.46). The sign σ(X) is the sign of the per-
mutation (X,C(X)) relative to the original ordering of the indices.
By replacing in (4.52) the product

∏f
λ=m+1 PA(qλ) with a projector Pi = |i〉〈i| onto

ground or excited states |i〉 of the m-fold ionized system, one obtains, without further
changes, ionization into the ionic ground state and shake-up. In that case one must
ensure (approximate) orthogonality of the projectors OAPi ≈ 0, i.e. the binding area
A must be chosen large enough to accommodate the state |i〉.

4.9 Time propagation

As the working equations (3.25a), (3.25b) form a non-linear system of di�erential
equations, some of the most e�cient numerical time-propagators (such as Lanczos-
Arnoldi; for a brief explanation of this algorithm see e.g. [46]) cannot be used because
in their usual implementation they are only applicable to linear equations.
For time propagation we have settled on an explicit Runge-Kutta-type scheme of

high order (4 or 5). Accuracy at each time step is checked by comparing the results
obtained by advancing one step of h and two successive steps of h/2. Based on the
recorded error, the step size and the order of the propagator are automatically ad-
justed.
To calculate ground states, imaginary time propagation is used. Our initial guess

state is constructed from single-particle eigenfunctions. Expanding this into eigen-
states |0〉, |1〉, . . . of the full Hamiltonian, the wave function propagated in imaginary
time τ and continually normalized is

Ψ(τ) =
e−τε0 |0〉+ e−τε1 |1〉+ · · ·√

e−2τε0 + e−2τε1 + · · ·
, (4.56)

which, since ε0 < ε1 < · · ·, for large τ converges to the ground state,

e−τε0 |0〉[1 + e−τ(ε1−ε0) |1〉+ · · ·]
e−τε0

√
1 + e−2τ(ε1−ε0) + · · ·

−→ |0〉 for τ −→∞. (4.57)
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init
t = t0

B(t) φ(q, t)

KB Hφ

Ḃ(t) φ̇(q, t)

time steps

t← t + δt

end

H

node1 node2 node3 ... nodeR

continuity

(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 4.2: Parallelization of a MCTDHF calculation. Node boundaries are indicated
by vertical lines. (A) the calculation of the mean �eld potentials involves all-to-all
communication. (B) their application is strictly local, (C) continuity conditions re-
quire mostly nearest neighbor communication. Node boundaries are adjusted during
computation.
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5 Strong-�eld ionization

5.1 Strong-�eld ionization for a single active electron

Strong laser �elds give rise to multi-photon processes, which adds complexity as com-
pared to single-photon interaction. From a theoretical point of view, the high �eld
strength limits the use of perturbative techniques.
At the intensities considered here, the laser �eld can be treated purely classically.

The two most popular ways to include it in the Hamiltonian are in length gauge ~r · ~E(t)
or in velocity gauge ~A(t) · ~p+ ~A2(t), where the dipole approximation is used, i.e. the
spatial variation of the �eld is neglected. This approximation is admissible when the
laser wavelength is much larger than the extent of the electronic wave function. It
is easily ful�lled for the widely used Ti:Sapphire laser with a wavelength of 800 nm.
Multipole terms can normally be neglected in infrared regime (see e.g. [58] for an
experiment where quadrupole interaction was observed).
Usually, the vector potential is of the form ~A(t) = A0(t)~ez cos(ωt + ϕCE), with a

slowly varying envelope function A0(t), a constant polarization vector in z-direction, a
monochromatic carrier wave, and a carrier-envelope phase (CEP) ϕCE . CEP becomes
important at extremely short pulse lengths of a single or very few laser cycles. For usual
pulse durations in the range of tens of femtoseconds, the two important characteristic
properties of the laser are the carrier frequency ω and the intensity (or �eld strength).
They can be combined into the ponderomotive potential Up = E2/4ω2, which is
the mean kinetic energy of an electron in a harmonic electric �eld of �eld strength
amplitude E. The important atomic property that largely determines the behavior of
the atom in a strong �eld is its ionization potential Ip. Using Up and Ip, Keldysh [38]
de�ned a dimensionless quantity, the so-called Keldysh parameter γ,

γ =
√

Ip
2Up

=
ω
√

2Ip
E

. (5.1)

γ can be interpreted as the ratio ωlaser/ωtunnel of the laser frequency and the �tunneling
frequency� of the electron. To de�ne the latter, take as the velocity of the tunneling
electron the average velocity in the ground state derived from the virial theorem,
v =

√
2Ip . The tunneling distance is the width of the potential barrier for electrons

of energy −Ip, l = Ip/E. This gives a tunneling period of Ttunnel = v/l =
√

2E/
√
Ip .

By putting ωtunnel = 2π/T , we get

ωlaser

ωtunnel
=

1
4π

ω
√

2Ip
E

=
1

4π
γ, (5.2)

which is proportional to the Keldysh parameter.
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γ can be considered as a measure of adiabaticity, which determines the physical
character of the ionization process. When the electron tunnels under the barrier much
faster than the electric �eld changes, i.e. ωtunnel � ωlaser, the static tunneling picture is
applicable. Otherwise, the electron is promoted up to the continuum by multi-photon
absorption. Thus, we have the limiting cases

γ � 1 tunneling regime (high field, low frequency), (5.3a)

γ � 1 multiphoton regime (low field, high frequency). (5.3b)

In many experiments, however, γ ≈ 1 so that neither picture is alone applicable.
In [38], Keldysh developed the so-called strong-�eld approximation (SFA) to de-

scribe ionization in strong �elds. The di�culty of strong-�eld problems arises from
the fact that both the binding potential and the external �eld are of comparable
strength and neither can be treated on a perturbative basis. The central, novel idea of
Keldysh's method is to neglect the in�uence of the laser while the electron is bound,
and neglect the binding potential when the electron is in the continuum. SFA is de-
scribed in more detail in sec. 7.1.
Keldysh's theory in principle covers all values of γ. However, it takes into account

only one bound state, while in the multiphoton regime resonances and near-resonances
to excited states are important. Further, Keldysh did not treat the e�ects of the
Coulomb potential on the continuum states.
At moderate intensities, multiphoton ionization is still amenable to low-order per-

turbation theory. Processes involving a di�erent number of photons can then usually
be distinguished by the scaling of their respective ionization rate with intensity:

Γn ∼ In for n-photon process. (5.4)

Multiphoton ionization usually means that the electron absorbs just enough photons
to reach the continuum,

ε′ = ε+Nω, (5.5)

with N being the smallest integer such that Nω > Ip, but at very high intensities, it
can absorb a surplus S of photons,

ε′ = ε+ (N + S)ω, (5.6)

which is known as above-threshold ionization (ATI).
At the other extreme, we have tunnel ionization. In Landau-Lifshitz, the tunneling

rate from the hydrogen ground state in a static electric �eld is derived as

ΓH =
4
E

exp
(
− 2

3E

)
, (5.7)

using the semiclassical WKB-method to calculate the wave function under the barrier.
Improving Keldysh's theory and including also Coulomb corrections lead to the tun-
neling formula of PPT (Perelomov-Popov-Terent'ev) [71], which became more widely
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known as ADK (Ammosov-Delone-Krainov) theory [2]. The PPT/ADK tunneling for-
mula is:

ΓADK = (2Ip)
2n
∗

Γ(n∗ + 1)

(
2(2Ip)3/2

E

)
2n∗−1

exp
(
−2(2Ip)3/2

3E

)
(5.8)

where n∗ := Z/
√

2Ip is the e�ective quantum number. Usually one assumes the
quasistatic approximation, where for E one takes the instantaneous �eld strength
E(t) and then averages the rate over the laser cycle. The PPT/ADK formula performs
well for tunneling. Even though strictly speaking it is not applicable for intermediate
values of γ ∼ 1, it often yields satisfactory results when using the cycle-averaged rates.
Therefore it has been popular since most experiments are done in this γ-range. An
improved tunneling theory which should be valid for all γ has been proposed in [106].
Going to very high intensities, we enter the region of barrier suppression, where the
electron can leave without passing under a barrier. No adequate theory is known for
this regime.

5.2 Strong-�eld ionization of molecules

Several experiments on the ionization of molecules by strong laser pulses show that
these systems behave distinctly di�erently from atoms.
First, there are the e�ects of orientation of the molecule relative to the laser �eld.

Both the ionization yield and the photoelectron angular distribution depend on the
molecular symmetry with respect to the laser polarization direction ([56, 1, 73, 70]).
To account for symmetry e�ects, both the SFA [65] and the PPT/ADK [96] theory for
the ionization of atoms were generalized to molecules by replacing the atomic orbital
of the single active electron (SAE) with a suitable approximation for a molecular
system.
Other e�ects hinge on the additional degrees of freedom of the nuclei. The term

enhanced ionization was introduced for the phenomenon that under certain circum-
stances ionization becomes more likely at particular internuclear distances. It can be
understood intuitively by modelling the diatomic molecule by two potential wells,
which are shifted upwards and downwards by the laser �eld. When the electron hap-
pens to be in the upper well, the tunneling barrier is lowered by the other nucleus
[109, 85]. Bond softening [14] and bond hardening are other mechanisms that refer
to the motion of the nuclear wave packet on the potential energy curves, which are
deformed by the laser.
But there are also more subtle di�erences that are traced back to the in general more

complex valence electronic structure, which gives rise to rich nonadiabatic dynamics.
Most strikingly, it is found that molecules resist ionization better than atoms with

the same ionization potential [30, 55, 103], quite opposite to the naive expectation that
the generally larger polarizability of molecules would enhance the e�ect of the laser on
the molecule. Similar observations were made for metal clusters [90], transition metal
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atoms [89], and and C60 [11]. In all cases the laser �eld strengths are assumed to be
large enough for dominant ionization by tunneling or barrier suppression.
The enhanced resistance to ionization is generally attributed to multi-electron ef-

fects. The simplest multi-electron e�ect is screening, which reduces the e�ective �eld
acting on a single electron and thus reduces tunneling. Screening can be included into
the SAE picture by the addition of suitable polarization terms to the potential that
the electron sees during tunneling [12]. The derivation of these corrections is exceed-
ingly di�cult and involves serious approximations. While the basic picture may well
be correct, it is di�cult to verify the approaches by comparison with experimental
data only.
Meanwhile, the reverse trend has also been reported, i.e. that ionization and frag-

mentation occur at lower threshold intensities for larger molecules [59]. Inconclusive
experimental evidence makes it doubtful that one may describe all situations in one
simple picture.
Numerical calculations provide invaluable data on ionization that are of utmost im-

portance, both as input to experiments and to verify more intuitive physical pictures
of the ionization mechanisms. As discussed in the introduction, so far, this was pos-
sible only for a single or at most two active electrons in the �eld. Methods suitable
for a higher number of electrons, such as TDHF and TD-DFT, have failed due to
fundamental restrictions. This problem is overcome by the MCTDHF method.
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6 Ionization yields as a function of

molecule size with MCTDHF

6.1 System parameters

We investigate the ionization of 3D linear model molecules with two to six nuclei
at a constant internuclear separation. It is assumed that there is one active electron
per nucleus, while the remaining electrons only contribute through a screening of the
nuclear potentials in the form

Vnucl =
K∑
k=1

1√
x2 + y2 + (z + kR)2 + a2

(6.1)

The screening parameter a was adjusted to obtain a constant ionization potential of
0.3 a.u. (≈ 10 eV), independent of the number of nuclei K. Two di�erent internuclear
separations R = 1.4 and R = 3.0 were used in the calculations. As initial states we
used the singlet neutral ground states of the molecules, obtained by imaginary time
propagation. Note that in the 3D case, screening is only needed to adjust ionization
potentials, whereas in 1D it is physically required to hide the singularity. The speci�c
form of the screening in equation 6.1 was chosen in order to have the closest possible
analogy with the commonly used 1D screened Coulomb potentials. We show below
that our general conclusions are independent of that particular nuclear potential.
The model molecules are exposed to a laser pulse with linear polarization along the

molecular axis (z-direction)

~A(t) = ~ezA0(t) sin(ωt), (6.2)

where we assumed Gaussian and sin2 envelope functions A0(t) with a width of 1 optical
cycle. We use a laser frequency ω = 0.057 (λ = 800 nm) and intensity I = 2.5× 1013

W cm−2 (7.1×10−4 a.u.), which leads to nearly 90% depletion for the largest molecule
at R = 3. For R = 1.4 a slightly higher intensity of I = 3.0 × 1013 W cm−2 (10−3

a.u.) was used. With the Keldysh parameter γ ranging from 1.4 to 1.65, we are in an
intermediate regime.

6.2 Results and interpretation

Fig. 6.1 shows the depletion of the ground state after passage of the laser pulse for
molecules with an increasing number of nuclei. The results are also listed in table 6.1.
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R I no. of nuclei residual ground state population
MC HF

3d 1.4 3.0× 1013 2 0.87 �
1.4 3.0× 1013 4 0.82 �
1.4 3.0× 1013 6 0.74 �
3.0 2.5× 1013 2 0.88 0.96
3.0 2.5× 1013 4 0.71 0.77
3.0 2.5× 1013 6 0.14 0.11

1d 1.4 3.0× 1013 2 0.42 0.44
1.4 3.0× 1013 4 0.49 0.57
1.4 3.0× 1013 6 0.55 0.65
3.0 2.5× 1013 2 0.54 0.65
3.0 2.5× 1013 4 0.59 0.79
3.0 2.5× 1013 6 0.66 0.85

Table 6.1: Residual ground-state population for 3D and 1D model molecules in the
correlated (MC) and Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation.

For both internuclear separations, R = 1.4 and R = 3, depletion increases with the
number of nuclei.

For �g. 6.1 we used a sin2 pulse shape and pulse duration of 1 optical cycle. At
the very short pulse duration used here, the pulse shape becomes important, but it
does not a�ect our results qualitatively. When a Gaussian pulse is used, the maximal
change from 13% to 23% residual population occurs for the largest 3D molecule with
internuclear separation R = 3.
The increase of depletion for long molecules is in accordance with naive expecta-

tions that larger molecules should respond more strongly to an external �eld because
of their generally larger polarizability. It is, however, in striking disagreement with our
�ndings for 1D model molecules with the same internuclear separations of R = 1.4
and R = 3.0, respectively, and at similar total depletion, where the opposite trend
is observed: larger 1D molecules are harder to ionize. Another less pronounced di�er-
ence between the 1D and 3D calculations is found in the single-con�guration time-
dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation: in 1D, ionization yields calculated
in TDHF are typically markedly below the correct yields, while in 3D, TDHF quali-
tatively agrees with MCTDHF with TDHF yields typically only by about 10% below
MCTDHF.

At present, we cannot o�er a conclusive explanation for these observations. Screen-
ing was suggested as the cause for the experimentally observed stability of multi-
electron systems against ionization [55] and was identi�ed qualitatively in 1D calcula-
tions [39]. In that picture, the electron density is enhanced near the tunneling barrier,
which raises the potential barrier seen by a single electron, or, from an alternative
point of view, reduces the local �eld strength. That mechanism exists in 3 dimensions,
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Figure 6.1: Residual ground-state population for 3D and 1D model molecules as a
function of molecule size. In 3D, population decreases with molecule size for internu-
clear separations R = 1.4 and R = 3, and the Hartree-Fock result is similar to the
correlated (MC) result. In contrast, 1D models show an increase of residual population
with size.

as well. However, a closer inspection of the idea shows that
(i) it is applicable only to static electric �elds or at Keldysh parameters γ � 1,

and
(ii) the Stark shift of the tunneling electron energy relative to the top of the tun-

neling barrier must be properly included. The constraint on the Keldysh parameter in
molecules may be more stringent, as electron mobility is not so much characterized by
the ionization potential Ip, but by the spacing between ground and excited electronic
levels, which decreases with size and with it mobility. Hence the electrons will spend
more time under the barrier than suggested by the Keldysh parameter. Even when
the quasi-static tunneling picture is applicable, the interplay of screening on the one
hand and adiabatic dc Stark shift on the other hand is complicated by the fact that
both quantities enter exponentially into the tunneling rate.
The 3D potentials 6.1 were used because of their similarity to the 1D model po-

tentials, which allowed us to more clearly expose e�ects due to dimensionality. We
repeated the calculations with modi�ed Coulomb potentials of the form

Vnucl =
∑
k

V (
√
x2 + y2 + (z + kR)2 ), V (r) = −1

r
+ e−ar

b

r
, (6.3)

observing the same trend.
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6.3 Conclusions

We have performed to our knowledge the �rst calculations of molecular strong-�eld
ionization in 3D and with several correlated electrons. Indeed, the use of simpli�ed 1D
models for the study of strong �eld ionization is put into serious doubt by our �ndings.
Such models may only be used for quick studies, but always require independent
con�rmation by a more re�ned calculation. Also, we must re-raise the question about
the unexpected stability of larger molecules when compared to atoms with the same
ionization potential. At least for our 3D linear model molecules, we cannot con�rm
such a tendency. In�uence of core electrons cannot be excluded, but seems unlikely
as ionization depends only weakly on the precise form of core screening. Laser pulse
parameters used here were not fully realistic: although pulse shape has no in�uence
on our conclusions, pulse duration is much shorter than in experiments, and hence
the spectrum contains a wider range of frequencies. For a systematic comparison with
experiments, longer pulses and a more realistic modelling of the valence electrons will
be required.
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7 Review of high harmonic generation

7.1 HHG in atoms

A gas of atoms or molecules exposed to a strong laser pulse emits radiation that
contains odd multiples of the laser fundamental frequency up to very high order. This
so-called high harmonic generation (HHG) was �rst observed in 1987 [60], where the
17th harmonic was detected, as of today harmonic orders up to 700 have been achieved
[86].
At lower �eld strengths, the macroscopic response of a medium to an external

electric �eld is usually described in terms of the polarizabilities χ(n), such that

Pi = χ
(1)
ij Ej + χ

(2)
ij1j2

Ej1Ej2 + · · · (7.1)

where Pi is the dipole moment and χ(n) is a tensor of rank n+1. For a monochromatic
�eld, χ(n) gives rise to harmonic order n. In general, the polarizibilities are frequency-
dependent, χ(n)(ω;ω1, . . . , ωn−1), which has the physical meaning of temporal non-
locality, i.e. the polarization at time t is the cumulative outcome of the �eld at prior
times. Theoretically, the perturbation series makes sense if convergence is assured, and
practically, if a reasonably small number of terms are su�cient for accurate results.
At high �eld strengths, the expansion converges at least very slowly (if at all), and
thus is not very useful.
That HHG contains only odd multiples of the laser frequency is strictly speaking

only true for in�nitely long, monochromatic laser pulses, and inversion-symmetric
targets (which comprises all atoms). The Hamiltonian of such a system,

H =
p2

2
+ V (~r) + ~r · ~E0 cosωt, (7.2)

is invariant under the combined spatial inversion and temporal translation by half a
laser period, (~r, t) −→ (−~r, t + T/2). The harmonic spectrum S(ω) is derived from

the Fourier transform of ~̈P ,

S(ω) ∝ |F [ ~̈P ](ω)|2. (7.3)

Demanding from ~P the same symmetry as the Hamiltonian,

~P (t) = −~P
(
t+

T

2

)
, (7.4)
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and expanding it in a Fourier series,

~P (t) =
∑
n

~Pneinωt , (7.5)

leads to the requirement ~Pn = (−1)n+1 ~Pn, which is only ful�lled by odd harmonics.
For a realistic, �nite-length pulse, the discrete spectral lines will be broadened.

Molecules without inversion center or setups with more than one laser frequency in-
volved will not follow these rules.

7.1.1 Semiclassical 3-step model

The origin of the non-linearity responsible for the high-energy part of the harmonic
spectrum is the electron ionization-recollision process described by the semi-classical
3-step model (also called the simple man's model) proposed by Ken Schafer [45] and
Paul Corkum [19]. The three steps are:

1. (tunnel) ionization,

2. acceleration in the laser �eld,

3. recollision, recombination and emission of photon.

The ionization occurs near the peak of the electric �eld due to the exponential
dependence of the tunneling rate on the �eld strength. After its release, the electron
is �rst driven away from the atom by the laser and then back again, which is described
by the classical equations of motion:

initial conditions: ~r(t0) = ~r0, ~̇r(t0) = ~k0 (7.6a)

~̈r(t) = − ~E(t) = ~̇A(t) (7.6b)

~̇r(t) = ~k0 + [ ~A(t)− ~A(t0)] (7.6c)

~r(t) = ~r0 +
∫ t

t0

dt′ ~A(t′) + [~k0 − ~A(t0)](t− t0) (7.6d)

The recollision condition ~r(t1) = ~r(t0) leads to∫ t1

t0

dt′ ~A(t′) = −[~k0 − ~A(t0)](t0)(t1 − t0), (7.7)

which for each time of birth t0 determines the time of recollision t1[t0]. For tunnel
ionization, the initial position ~r0 is the classical turning point at the outer side of the
potential barrier, but in �rst approximation one can set ~r0 ≈ 0. The initial velocity
~k0 ≈ 0 also, as the electron emerges with zero kinetic energy from the tunnel. 1 The

1For an electron of energy ε, the classically forbidden region is de�ned by V (~r) > ε. Thus at the
end of the tunnel V (~r0) = ε, which means that the emerging electron has only potential and no
kinetic energy.
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Figure 7.1: Electron trajectories z(t) (green, left y-scale) in a linearly polarized, sinu-
soidal electric �eld E(t) (blue). Trajectories are shown for birth times approximately
every 1.38 au. Red crosses denote the harmonic order (right y-scale) emitted at rec-
ollision. The harmonic order N = ω/ωlaser is given by the emitted photon energy
ω = k2

1/2 + Ip divided by the laser photon energy ωlaser = 0.057. The o�set of the
harmonic order from zero is due to Ip. (Ip = 0.5, I = 1.1×1014 W cm−2, λ = 800 nm)

kinetic energy at recombination is εkin = [ ~A(t1) − ~A(t0)]2/2 = k2
1/2. Upon recombi-

nation, the kinetic energy plus the binding energy (ionization potential) Ip is emitted
in a photon of frequency ω = k2

1/2 + Ip. Fig. 7.1 shows the trajectories z(t) of elec-
trons ionized at di�erent birth times, their recollision times and the corresponding
harmonic order produced. For each photon energy (except the maximum), there are
two types of trajectories, a short and a long one, which occur once per half-cycle. The
mapping from harmonic frequencies to recollision times can be used to obtain timing
information from a harmonic spectrum [3]. The highest classically possible electron
energy determines the cuto� of the harmonic spectrum

ωcut = 3.17Up + Ip, (7.8)

where Up = A2
0/4 is the ponderomotive potential, the average kinetic energy of an

electron in a sinusoidal electric �eld A0 cosωt.

7.1.2 Quantum mechanical approximations: SFA/Lewenstein model

A quantum-mechanical description of HHG, which recovers the essential features of
the 3-step model, was given within the framework of the strong-�eld approximation
by Lewenstein et al. [54].
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As mentioned in sec. 5.1, the problem with the analytical solution for a bound elec-
tron in a strong �eld is that one has to deal with two potentials, the binding potential
and the time-dependent electric �eld, at the same time and neither of them is small
enough for a perturbative ansatz. For each of them separately, exact solutions are
available, but not for both. Keldysh [38] circumvented this obstacle by the following
idea, which is at the core of the strong-�eld approximation (SFA). The time evolu-
tion of the electron is divided into two phases: before the ionization, and after the
ionization. In phase one, the laser �eld can be neglected, in phase two, the binding
potential. (Perturbative corrections can then be applied afterwards.)

S-matrix formalism of SFA

Historically, the �rst setting which naturally lended itself to this concept was calcula-
tion of strong-�eld ionization via S-matrix theory. The S-matrix is

Sfi = 〈f | U(+∞,−∞) | i〉, (7.9)

where U is the time evolution operator or propagator, |i〉 the initial state, and |f〉 the
�nal state. U obeys the same Schrödinger equation as Ψ(t),

i ∂tU(t, t0)|Ψ(t0)〉 = H(t)U(t, t0)|Ψ(t0)〉 ⇒
i ∂tU(t, t0) = H(t)U(t, t0)

(7.10)

with the initial condition U(t0, t0) = 1. We now consider two splittings of the Hamil-
tonian

H = H0 + F = HF + V (7.11)

and assume that the evolution operators U0 for H0 and UF for HF are known. We
can rewrite (7.10) for the full evolution operator U as

(i ∂t −H0)U = FU. (7.12)

Using the Green's function of (i ∂t−H0), which is −iU0(t, t′)Θ(t− t′), the solution is

U(t, t0) = U0(t, t0)− i
∫ t

t0

dt′ U0(t, t′)F (t′)U(t′, t0). (7.13)

Alternatively, we can also reformulate the equation for U0 as

(i ∂t −H)U0 = −FU0, (7.14)

and use the full Green's function −iU(t, t′)Θ(t− t′) to �nd the solution

U0(t, t0) = U(t, t0) + i
∫ t

t0

dt′ U(t, t′)F (t′)U0(t′, t0). (7.15)
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The latter expression proves to be particularly suitable for performing a strong-�eld
approximation. The S-matrix can now be written

Sfi = 〈f | U(+∞,−∞) | i〉

= 〈f | U0(+∞,−∞) | i〉+
〈
f

∣∣∣∣ i
∫ +∞

−∞
dt U(+∞, t)F (t)U0(t,−∞)

∣∣∣∣ i〉
(7.16)

The �nal and initial states are eigenstates of H0 since the perturbation F is assumed
to vanish asymptotically for in�nite future and past. Consequently, the �rst term
〈f |U0|i〉 = δfi just describes free propagation with no interaction taking place and it
is therefore subtracted. The quantity of interest is

(S − 1)fi = i
∫ +∞

−∞
dt 〈f | U(+∞, t)F (t)U0(t,−∞) | i〉. (7.17)

For the interaction of an atom with a laser, H0 = p2/2 + V is the usual atomic
Hamiltonian, and F is the interaction with the laser �eld, which can be given in
length or velocity gauge

F (len) = ~r · ~E(t), (7.18a)

F (vel) = ~A · ~p+
~A2

2
. (7.18b)

In (7.17) U(−∞, t) describes the motion of the electron after ionization mediated by
F has taken place. SFA consists in replacing the unknown full propagator U(+∞, t)
by the propagator in the laser �eld alone UF (+∞, t) and using for 〈f | a Volkov state

V 〈k, t|, which is the exact solution for a free electron in the laser �eld with Hamiltonian
HF . Volkov states can be labelled by the canonical momentum ~k = ~kphys − ~A, which
is conserved by HF :

ψ
(len)

V,~k
=

1
(2π)3/2

ei[~k+ ~A(t)]·~r e−i Φ(~k,t) , (7.19a)

ψ
(vel)

V,~k
= e−i ~A(t)·~r ψ

(len)

V,~k
, (7.19b)

where

Φ(~k, t) =
∫ t

dτ
1
2

[~k + ~A(τ)]2. (7.20)

is the Volkov phase. Hence, the S-matrix element for ionization in strong-�eld approx-
imation reads

(S − 1)fi = i
∫ +∞

−∞
dt 〈k, t|F (t)|i, t〉. (7.21)

A similar procedure can be applied to derive an SFA expression for the dipole
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moment

Pz(t) = 〈Ψ(t) | z | Ψ(t)〉, (7.22)

from which high harmonic spectra are calculated. Writing |Ψ(t)〉 = U(t,−∞)|i,−∞〉,
inserting (7.15) and again replacing U by UF leads to [10]

Pz(t) =
∫ t

−∞
dt′ dt′′ 〈i, t′|V UF (t′, t)zUF (t, t′′)V |i, t′′〉. (7.23)

Lewenstein model

An alternative approach to the SFA is by modifying the Schrödinger equation directly,
rather than the S-matrix. Lewenstein [54] adopted this approach to obtain a formula
for HHG within SFA. We will derive it in a di�erent, more transparent way [84], but
the result is the same.
The electronic wave function is written as the sum of the atomic ground state plus

a linear combination of Volkov states,

|Ψ(t)〉 = c(t)|0, t〉+
∫
k
bk(t)|k, t〉V , (7.24)

with
i ∂t|0, t〉 = H0|0, t〉, (7.25a)

i ∂t|k, t〉V = HF |k, t〉V . (7.25b)

The coe�cients c, bk in this ansatz are not yet unique, since our basis set is overcom-
plete (the Volkov states are already complete on their own). To �x this, one imposes
a further orthogonality condition∫

k
bk(t)〈0, t | k, t〉V = 0. (7.26)

Equations for c, bk can be derived by using the Dirac-Frenkel variational principle
with constraint (7.26),

〈δΨ | i∂t −H(t) | Ψ〉+ λ

[∫
k
b∗k(t)V 〈k, t|0, t〉

]
+ µ

[∫
k

〈0, t|k, t〉V bk(t)
]
,

(7.27)

where λ, µ are Lagrange multipliers. To simplify notation we will temporarily drop
the label V for Volkov states and suppress the explicit t-dependence for all quantities.
Variation w.r.t. c∗, b∗k and λ, µ yields

i ċc = 〈0|V |l〉bl − 〈0|l〉i ḃbl (7.28a)
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i ḃbk = −i ċc〈k|0〉+ 〈k|F |0〉c+ 〈k|V |l〉bl − λ〈k|0〉 (7.28b)

b∗l 〈l|0〉 = 0 = 〈0|l〉bl. (7.28c)

By di�erentiation of the last equation, we get

i ḃbl〈0|l〉 = −〈0|HF |l〉bl. (7.29)

Inserting this into (7.28a) gives

i ċc = 〈0|F |l〉bl. (7.30)

Eliminating ḃbk in (7.28b) and (7.29) leads to

λ = 〈0|V |l〉bl − 〈0|F |l〉bl − 〈0|HF |l〉bl = 0. (7.31)

Thus, (7.28b) becomes

i ḃbk = 〈k|F |0〉c− 〈k|0〉〈0|F |l〉bl + 〈k|V |l〉bl. (7.32)

With F = V −H0 +HF we arrive at

i ḃbk = 〈k|F |0〉c− 〈k|0〉〈0|HF |l〉bl + 〈k|(1− P0)V |l〉bl. (7.33)

where P0 = |0〉〈0|. Because of (7.26), 〈k|(1− P0)V |l〉bl = 〈k|(1− P0)V (1− P0)|l〉bl =:
〈k|V⊥|l〉bl. Our �nal form of the equations of motion is hence

i ċc = 〈0|F |l〉bl (7.34a)

i ḃbk = 〈k|F |0〉c− 〈k|0〉〈0|HF |l〉bl + 〈k|V⊥|l〉bl. (7.34b)

The terms 〈0|F |l〉bl and 〈k|F |0〉c describe transitions from the Volkov states to the
ground state and vice versa, respectively, induced by the �eld. 〈k|V⊥|l〉bl accounts for
scattering within the space orthogonal to |0〉 due to the binding potential. The term
〈k|0〉〈0|HF |l〉bl arises from the non-orthogonality of the Volkov states to the ground
state (otherwise 〈k|0〉 = 0): even when 〈0|k〉bk = 0 initially, the free evolution of the
Volkov states would create ground state contamination, which must be subtracted to
maintain the orthogonality condition.
SFA consists in making the following approximations to these equations:

• Neglect the depletion of the ground state: ċc = 0.

• Neglect the in�uence of the binding potential on everything but the ground
state: 〈l|V⊥|k〉 = 0.

• Neglect the non-orthogonality of ground and Volkov states: 〈k|0〉 = 0, whence
〈k|0〉〈0|HF |l〉bl = 0.
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This simpli�es things considerably: the SFA version of the TDSE is (returning to
previous explicit notation):

c = 1 (7.35a)

i ḃbk(t) = V 〈k, t|F (t)|0, t〉. (7.35b)

SFA is not gauge-invariant, therefore di�erent gauges lead to di�erent results. In
the following, we use length gauge for the Volkov states (7.19a) and the interaction
operator (7.18a), and assume a linearly polarized electric �eld, i.e. F = zEz(t). (7.35b)
can be integrated to

bk(t) = −i
∫ t

t0

dt′ ei
R t′ dτ([~k+ ~A(τ)]2/2+Ip) 〈~k + ~A(t′) | Ez(t′)z | 0〉, (7.36)

where |k〉 is used for the plane wave ei~k·~r (in contrast to Volkov states).
Given the wave function (7.24), the time-dependent dipole moment Pz(t) is

Pz(t) = 〈Ψ(t)|z|Ψ(t)〉 = 〈0, t|z|0, t〉+ 2 Re
[∫

k

〈0, t|z|k, t〉V bk(t)
]

+
∫
k

∫
l
V 〈l, t|z|k, t〉V b∗l (t)bk(t).

(7.37)

The �rst term is zero due to inversion symmetry of the ground state. The last term can
be neglected since continuum-continuum transitions contribute only little to harmonic
emission (which can be veri�ed numerically). Inserting bk gives

Pz(t) = −i
∫

d3k

∫ t

t0

dt′〈0, t|z|~k + ~A(t)〉e−i
R t dτ([~k+ ~A(τ)]2/2)

× ei
R t′ dτ ′([~k+ ~A(τ ′)]2/2)Ez(t′)〈~k + ~A(t′)|z|0, t′〉+ c .c .

= −i
∫

d3k

∫ t

t0

dt′ 〈0|z|~k + ~A(t)〉e−i
R t
t′ dτ([~k+ ~A(τ)]2/2)+Ip Ez(t′)〈~k + ~A(t′)|z|0〉+ c .c .

= −i
∫

d3k

∫ t

t0

dt′ d∗z[~k + ~A(t)]e−iS(~k,t,t′)Ez(t′)dz[~k + ~A(t′)] + c .c .,

(7.38)

where

S(~k, t, t′) =
∫ t

t′
dτ
{

[~k + ~A(τ)]2

2
+ Ip

}
(7.39)

and dz[~k] = 〈~k|z|0〉.
(7.38) can be nicely interpreted in terms of the 3-step model: Ez(t′)dz[~k + ~A(t′)]

describes ionization by the laser �eld at birth time t′, creating an electron of canonical
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momentum ~k and physical momentum ~k+ ~A(t′). e−iS(~k,t,t′) is the phase factor accumu-
lated by the electron as it propagates freely in the laser �eld until time t. d∗z[~k+ ~A(t)]
is the amplitude for recombination at time t. The whole expression is integrated over
all birth times t′ and all momenta ~k.
The integration over k is customarily performed in the saddle point approximation,

which is usually justi�ed since the dipole matrix elements dz[~k] are slowly varying
functions of ~k, while the phase S(~k, t, t′) is changing much faster. In the saddle point
approximation one expands the exponent around its stationary points ~kst, i.e. zeros
of the �rst derivative,

∂kjS(~k, t, t′)|kst =
∫ t

t′
dτ [kj +Aj(τ)]

∣∣∣∣
kst

= 0 (7.40)

kst(t, t′) ≡ kst,z(t, t′) = − 1
(t− t′)

∫ t

t′
dτAz(τ) (7.41)

kst,x = kst,y = 0, (7.42)

assuming linear polarization ~A = A(t)~ez. In (7.41) we recognize the recollision condi-
tion (7.7) with kst = k0 − A(t′). kst(t, t′) is the canonical momentum that allows the
electron starting at t′ to return to the origin at time t. Using

∂kl∂kjS(~k, t, t′) = (t− t′)δjl, (7.43)

S is expanded to second order in k,

S(~k, t, t′) = S(kst(t, t′), t, t′) + 1
2

(~k − ~kst(t, t′))2 +O(k3) (7.44)

which leads to

Pz(t) = −i
∫ t

t0

dt′
(

π

ε+ i t′

)
3/2

d∗z[kst(t, t
′) +Az(t)]e−iS(kst(t,t′),t,t′)

× Ez(t′)dz[kst(t, t′) + ~A(t′)] + c .c .

(7.45)

Here, the �rst factor in the integral with in�nitesimal ε comes from the regularized
Gaussian integration over ~k.

7.1.3 Limitations and extensions of SFA

SFA is the work horse for interpreting strong-�eld experiments, speci�cally the Lewen-
stein model for HHG (see e.g. [35], [33], [3]).
However, as outlined above, SFA makes rather far-reaching approximations, which

imply:

• Single-electron approximation.

• Neglects in�uence of the laser on the bound system by ignoring excited states
and depletion of the ground state.
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• Uses plane waves as continuum states, neglecting the binding potential.

• Not gauge-invariant: the choice of the interaction operator (length or velocity
or other gauge) matters.

Excellent agreement between SFA and exact TDSE calculations of hydrogen was
shown for high-energetic electrons [6]. At low energies, the omission of the Coulomb
e�ects on the continuum states results in substantial discrepancies.
SFA underestimates the total ionization yield by up to order-of-magnitude fac-

tors [7], mainly because the Coulomb potential actually lowers the tunneling bar-
rier. Coulomb force also a�ects the sub-cycle dynamics of strong-�eld ionization [87],
creates a pronounced �dip� at zero energy in the momentum distributions of photo-
electrons [62], and modi�es the left-right asymmetry in photoelectron spectra caused
by carrier-envelope phase e�ects in very short laser pulses [17]. While total ionization
rates can be successfully repaired by introducing an additional prefactor that accounts
for the action of the Coulomb potential during tunneling [42, 9], the electron distri-
butions cannot be patched up in this way [76]. Many ways of taking into account
Coulomb e�ects more comprehensively have been proposed (for a recent work see e.g.
[88], where the Coulomb-eikonal Volkov states have been developed for this purpose).
The issue of gauge-noninvariance has induced a debate about which gauge is most

suitable for SFA. What can be said, is that the answer depends on the concrete
problem (see e.g. [18] vs. [5]). Related to it is the question of which dipole operator to
choose for calculating the spectrum. (Note: In the SFA formula for the dipole moment
(7.45), one matrix element contains the dipole operator, and the other the interaction
operator, which we chose to be the same, but this need not necessarily be so.) See sec.
9.1.2 for further discussion on this topic.
Another severe restriction of conventional SFA is the single active electron approxi-

mation. Particularly as HHG experiments turn to molecules the role of multi-electron
e�ects becomes increasingly relevant.

7.2 HHG in molecules

7.2.1 New features in molecular HHG

Like for the ionization rates discussed in sec. 5.2, the additional degrees of freedom
present in molecules lead to a number of e�ects which are absent in HHG from atoms.
Of the three steps of harmonic generation, the structure of the core plays an important
role in the ionization and recombination steps. All factors which a�ect ionization
thus potentially also show up in the harmonic spectrum. New aspects arise from
recombination, which on the one hand represent additional complications, on the
other hand open the possibility to gain further knowledge.
In particular, information about the ground state wave function |0〉 is encoded into

the spectrum, which, apart from the laser pulse, is entirely determined by the dipole
matrix element 〈k|~r|0〉.
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In their simplest manifestation, the properties of the electronic initial state lead
to so-called two-center interference in diatomic molecules [50]. While the ionization
of the electron takes place predominantly at large distance from the nuclei through
tunneling (multi-photon process), the recombination occurs mainly in the vicinity of
the nuclei (single-photon process). Instead of a transition into a molecular orbital,
we can visualize this step as a recombination into either of the two atomic orbitals
localized at the nuclei. The two di�erent contributions then add up coherently to
deliver the total recombination amplitude. Interference occurs because the electron
acquires a phase di�erence ∆ϕ = kR (where R is the distance between the nuclei)
when going to one or the other nucleus. If ∆ϕ = π, the interference is destructive
and a minimum at the corresponding harmonic frequency ω(k) appears. By aligning
the molecular axis at an angle θ to the laser polarization, the e�ective internuclear
distance in direction of the electron momentum is R cos θ and can be varied, which
shifts the position of the minimum. The idea has been con�rmed by experiments
on CO2 [35, 101]. By measuring the full harmonic spectrum as a function of the
alignment angle over the whole range, it would in principle be possible to reconstruct
the complete orbital wave function. This famous �orbital imaging� concept is explored
further in the next section.

Not only the static structure of the molecule, but also its time evolution leaves its
traces in the harmonic spectrum. A detailed analysis shows that the overlap of the
nuclear wave function at ionization and recombination time enters the expression for
the harmonic signal [52]. This was used to track the distance of the nuclei during
dissociation of D+

2 [3].

As of yet, HHG from molecules has been mainly investigated in the single-electron
approximation, adapting the atomic Lewenstein model by simply replacing the atomic
state by a molecular orbital. This orbital is often chosen as the HOMO, the highest
occupied molecular orbital, as ionization from lower orbitals is expected to be expo-
nentially suppressed. However, lower orbitals can become important when ionization
from the HOMO is suppressed due to orientation, or when its harmonic emission is
suppressed due to e.g. two-center interference. A �rst step towards a multi-electron de-
scription has been taken by extending the SFA to multi-electron ground states [69, 81].
These models include ionization from and recombination into lower orbitals. Still, they
do not account for multi-electron dynamics as only the ground state enters.

Multi-electron e�ects have not yet been directly identi�ed in experiment, which is
not astonishing, as there are almost no calculations to compare with. It is the intent of
the present work to point out that these e�ects cannot be neglected, in particular for
the recombination step. Recently, the signi�cance of multi-electron e�ects has been
con�rmed in [93] for a 2-electron model. The authors ascribe major contributions to
polarizability of the neutral, electron exchange and collisional excitation of the ion.
Di�erent from our observations, but also for a di�erent system, they �nd no sizable
in�uence of the polarization of the ion.
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7.2.2 Orbital imaging with HHG

One of the most intriguing, but also most controversial experiments in attosecond
science is probably the imaging of molecular orbitals with high harmonics [33]. In
contrast to other commonly used imaging methods (like X-ray or electron scattering),
this technique would allow to recover the complete wave function, including not only
the density but also the quantum phase. Another promise is that one can selectively
image only the HOMO.
A molecule, in this particular experiment N2, is �rst aligned by a weak prepulse,

and then ionized by an intense femtosecond laser pulse, leading to harmonic emis-
sion. Ionization is assumed to happen only from the HOMO, ionization from lower
orbitals being exponentially suppressed. The harmonic spectrum is recorded for a grid
of values of the angle θ between molecular and polarization axis, which then allows to
reconstruct the molecular orbital in a manner similar to X-ray tomography.
We write the total wave function as a sum of the ground state and a continuum

wave packet

|Ψ(t)〉 = a0(t)|0, θ〉+ |cont, t〉. (7.46)

|0, θ〉 means that the molecule is aligned at an angle θ to the laser polarization. We
assume that the recollision happens over a short time period so that the �eld strength
can be considered �xed E ≈ const ., further, that on recollision the wave packet has
spread to a considerable lateral width and that the binding potential can be neglected.
In this case, the wave packet can be expanded in plane waves with momentum k along
the laser polarization,

|cont, t〉 =
∫
k
a(k)|k, t〉, (7.47)

〈x|k, t〉 =
1

(2π)3/2
ei(kx−ν(k)t) , ν(k) =

k2

2
. (7.48)

The dipole moment of the wave function (7.46) is

Pz(t) = 〈Ψ(t)|z|Ψ(t)〉 = 2 Re
[∫

dk a(k)〈0, θ|z|k〉e−iν(k)t

]
, (7.49)

where we have omitted the ground state dipole and continuum-continuum transitions
and and set a0 = 1, as in (7.37). The spectrum S(ω) is given by

S(ω) ∝ ω2|P̃P z(ω)|2, (7.50)

with the Fourier transform

P̃P z(ω) =
∫

dt
∫

dk a(k)〈0, θ|z|k〉e−i(ν(k)−ω)t

= (2π)
∫

dk a(k)〈0, θ|z|k〉δ(ω − k2/2)

= (2π)
a(k[ω])
|k[ω]| 〈0, θ|z|k[ω]〉, k[ω] =

√
2ω .

(7.51)
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From this, the dipole matrix element 〈0, θ|z|k〉 can be recovered, provided one knows
a(k). This information is obtained by performing a second measurement on a reference
atom, where 〈0ref |z|k〉 (no θ-dependence due to spherical symmetry) is known from
theory and which has the same Ip as the molecule. One assumes that a(k), which
characterizes the ionized wave packet, does not depend on the detailed structure of
the parent orbital, but only on Ip. The harmonic signals of the sample and the reference
are related by

S(ω)
Sref (ω)

=
|a(k[ω])〈0, θ|z|k[ω]〉|2
|a(k[ω])〈0ref |z|k[ω]〉|2

=
|〈0, θ|z|k[ω]〉|2
|〈0ref |z|k[ω]〉|2 .

(7.52)

In this way, 〈0, θ|z|k〉 is measured as a function of θ and the orbital |0〉 is reconstructed.
The success of this prescription relies on several questionable assumptions:

1. In the form described it assumes that the ionization rate does not depend on
the molecule's orientation. While for nitrogen this was checked in an experiment
[107], this does not necessarily hold for other molecules. Probably this can be
corrected for, but it requires additional measurements.

2. It assumes that the electron wave packet can be represented by plane waves of
a single propagation direction (~k-direction).

3. It assumes that the electronic wave packet created by the laser �eld depends
only on the ionization potential of the parent orbital (and on the laser pulse),
but not on its shape. This hypothesis, often expressed succinctly as �all tunnels
are the same�, needs to be modi�ed, as some features of the orbital, such as
nodal planes, survive in the momentum distribution of the tunneled electrons
by simple symmetry considerations.

4. Finally, it makes the major assumption that only one particle participates in
HHG and that the process is completely determined by something which can be
considered as a single-electron orbital. It will be shown in this thesis, that the
concept of a single-electron orbital cannot be maintained within the context of
HHG.
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8 Electron distributions of the

recollision current

8.1 Rescattering electrons � a de�nition

In this chapter, we will investigate possible multi-electron e�ects in the �rst two stages
of the 3-step model, ionization and propagation. Extracting information about the
bound orbital from harmonic radiation vitally relies on a knowledge of the recolliding
electron wave packet. Considering its importance, little attention has been paid to
the structure of an electron wave function produced by tunnel ionization in the laser
�eld. The reason may be a conceptual one, as in a strong �eld there is no rigorous
distinction between bound parts of the wave function and the wave function �after�
tunneling.
The Hamiltonian with a (dc) �eld has a strictly continuous spectrum and all eigen-

functions including the approximate bound states are in�nitely extended and not
normalizable. When the �eld is strong, even approximate bound states cease to be
clearly identi�able. If one decomposes an exact solution of the TDSE with a �eld
into �eld-free bound and scattering states, one observes transitions between bound
and scattering states, of which a large part is reversible. Depending on the system
parameters, these virtual transitions may largely exceed the �nal ionization. They
can be partly associated with adiabatic distortions of the wave function in the �eld,
but their ultimately unphysical nature is betrayed by their gauge dependence. The
discussion about the �correct� gauge for the SFA derives from this ambiguity. In SFA,
the bound part of the wave function is chosen as the �eld-free initial electron orbital,
but the physical meaning of this orbital in the presence of the laser �eld depends on
the gauge. As the reversible bound-continuum transitions appear generally less pro-
nounced in length as compared to velocity gauge, length gauge can be considered the
better choice for an approximate decomposition.
The physical reason for the di�culties to spectrally distinguish bound from rescat-

tering electrons is the coherence of the two parts of the wave function: where they
overlap, amplitudes add up and merge into a single, indistinguishable entity. This
di�culty does not arise when one `observes' electrons at a distance from the bound
system, where all more strongly bound parts are exponentially damped. This amounts
to taking the rescattering picture seriously and counting only those electrons that had
been removed to a large distance before they reappear near the bound electrons.
We implement this idea as follows: at time t0 the solution Ψ(~r1, . . . , ~rf ; t0) of the

multi-electron TDSE is multiplied by a probe function Mz0(~r1) which is localized at
a distance z0 from the bound system measured in the polarization direction. This
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probe function approximates a plane where we measure intensity and momenta of the
electrons as a function of time. Because of the indistinguishability of the electrons it
su�ces to consider only a single electron coordinate, and for simplicity, we write now
only Ψ(~r, t). The criteria for the choice of Mz0 will be discussed below. The probed
wave function part Mz0(~r)Ψ(~r, t0) can then be propagated further by the TDSE

i
∂

∂t
χt0(t) = H(t)χt0(t), χt0(t0) = Mz0Ψ(t0) (8.1)

or it can be converted to a Wigner distribution and propagated classically:

Wt0(~r, ~p, t) =
1

2π

∫
d3ξ χ∗t0

(
~r −

~ξ

2
, t

)
χt0

(
~r +

~ξ

2
, t

)
ei ~p·~ξ (8.2)

∂Wt0

∂t
=
∂Wt0

∂~p
· ∂V
∂~r
− ~p · ∂Wt0

∂~r
(8.3)

By integrating over all probe times t0

Φr(~r, t) =
∫

dt0 χt0(~r, t), (8.4)

or

Wr(~r, ~p, t) =
∫

dt0Wt0(~r, ~p, t), (8.5)

one obtains the rescattering part of the wave function and a classical rescattering
beam of electrons, respectively, from which time, space and momentum distributions
`on target', i.e. at z = 0, are calculated.
The probe distance z0 and the shape of the mask function are unphysical parameters

on which our conclusions must not depend. The signi�cance of these parameters was
investigated by my co-worker Xinhua Xie [104]. Here we will only summarize his
�ndings and general considerations:

(i) To distinguish clearly between bound system and rescattering electrons, the
probe should be at su�cient a distance to damp out the bound wave function. We
must, however, make a compromise, because only electrons with high momentum will
reach the barrier at large distance, so we will lose information on the low-energetic
end of the spectrum.
(ii) The rescattering current depends only weakly on the width of the probe function.
(iii) In the direction perpendicular to laser polarization, the probe function can be

chosen to be rather broad or even in�nite without causing overlap with the bound
system, thus obviating the need for an unphysical restriction.
The unphysical nature of the probe function also introduces gauge dependence into

the present procedure: the Fourier transform of Mz0Ψ refers to the canonical mo-
mentum, which coincides with the physical momentum in length gauge, but contains
a time-dependent boost in velocity gauge. The gauge dependence, however, is much
smaller than the dependence on the probe width.
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Finally, we mention that a di�erent approach to identifying the rescattering current
was presented in [95]: The authors separate the electron wave packets ionized during
each half cycle and analyze them in terms of energy and angular momentum eigen-
states of the �eld-free Hamiltonian with ingoing and outgoing boundary conditions.
Our method o�ers the advantage that it is easily applied to multi-electron systems,
as well.

8.2 Atomic vs. molecular structure and correlation

We investigate to which extent the electron distributions are a�ected by electron
correlation and molecular structure. The single-electron momentum distribution as
probed by Mz0 for a general f -electron wave function is

w(~p, t) =
∫

d3r2 · · · d3rf |F1[Ψ](~p, ~r2, . . . , ~rf ; t)|2, (8.6)

F1[Ψ](~p, ~r2, . . . , ~rf ; t) =
∫

d3r1 e−i ~p1·~r1 Mz0(~r1)Ψ(~r1, . . . , ~rf ; t). (8.7)

We use model systems that mimic some of the aspects of the Ar atom and N2

molecule: there are two active electrons in a 3D model potential whose parameters
are adjusted to provide ionization potentials that agree with those of the Ar and N2

molecule. The internuclear distance for the model molecule is �xed at at distance of
2.8, somewhat larger than the equilibrium distance of N2, and the molecular axis is
aligned with the laser polarization. It should be mentioned that this misses several
important aspects of the electronic structure of the real systems, namely, our outer
orbitals have no nodes, are always σ-type, and, in the case of the molecule, we cannot
rotate the molecular axis relative to laser polarization.
The TDSE for the correlated 2-electron system is solved using MCTDHF in 3D

with enforced cylindrical symmetry. We consider only spin singlet states, which means
that the spatial wave function is symmetric under exchange of the two particles.
The orbitals are restricted to cylindrical symmetry, i.e. they do not depend on the
azimuthal angle.
We �rst investigate the importance of including correlation e�ects in the ionization

of Ar by a single cycle FWHM laser pulse with a peak intensity of 3× 1014 W cm−2.
and λ = 800 nm. The probe function with a FWHM of 8 was placed at a distance of
z0 = 15. Fig. 8.1 shows the momentum spectrum w(pz, t) in the z direction at three
di�erent probe times t0 = 0.5, 1.17 and 1.5 fs (0.19, 0.44 and 0.56 optical cycles) after
the laser �eld reaches the peak �eld strength. The importance of correlation e�ects
is estimated by comparing calculations with n = 2 (ordinary TDHF) and 8 spatial
orbitals φj . As explained in chapter 6, the total ionization yield depends on correla-
tion. For the comparison, we normalized to equal total yield and integrated over the
perpendicular momenta. Near the highest densities, we �nd only small di�erences be-
tween momentum distributions from the Hartree-Fock and the correlated calculation.
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Figure 8.1: The e�ect of electron correlation on the rescattering electrons: electron mo-
mentum distributions as probed at z0 = 15 at times t = 0.5, 1.17 and 1.5 fs for a model
atom with two active electrons and the ionization potential of Ar (Ip = 0.58). MCT-
DHF calculations with full correlation (solid red line) and in (single-con�guration)
time-dependent Hartree-Fock (dotted blue line). The curves are normalized to com-
pensate for the di�erent ionization rates in the two approaches.

Whether such di�erences would a�ect the details of a reconstruction that is based on
a single active electron picture remains to be investigated.
In �g. 8.2 we compare rescattering electron spectra for the atomic and the molecular

model systems. The di�erences between the two systems are comparable to those due
to correlation. This is consistent as clearly the correlation e�ects in the two systems
are radically di�erent. Again the e�ect is small but may be quantitatively important
for rescattering imaging.
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Figure 8.2: Molecular e�ects on rescattering: electron momentum distribution as
probed at z0 = 15 for a model Ar atom (solid red line) vs. a model N2 molecule
with the molecular axis aligned with the laser polarization (dashed green line).
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9 Core polarization e�ects in molecular

HHG

By design of the SFA, be it in single active electron approximation or in its multi-
electron extensions, the electronic structure is considered to remain static without
signi�cant polarization by the laser �eld. We go beyond this assumption and inves-
tigate the e�ect of polarization of the ionic core by the driving laser �eld on the
harmonic emission spectrum. We solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for
diatomic model molecules with 2 and 4 active electrons using MCTDHF, and com-
pare results with several single-electron models of increasing complexity. We will show
that core polarization profoundly changes the harmonic response thus excluding any
single-electron based description of the details of the harmonics. Conversely, dynamical
multi-electron e�ects must be included for the reconstruction of electronic structure
from the harmonic response.

9.1 Multi-electron molecules in a laser �eld

9.1.1 Model molecules

The Hamiltonian for multi-electron molecules in a laser �eld is of the general form
(4.1). We choose homonuclear, diatomic molecules with an internuclear distance of
|~R| = 2.8 for our calculations. Only a few outer electrons are simulated explicitly,
while inner shell electrons are accounted for by a screened nuclear Coulomb potential
of the form

Vn(~r) = V1(|~r − ~R/2|) + V1(|~r + ~R/2|) (9.1)

with the potential for one nucleus being

V1(r) =
Z

r
+ α

e−βr

r
(9.2)

The charge Z on each nucleus is equal to half the number of active electrons. The
screening parameters α and β have been adjusted such as to yield the ionization
potential Ip = 0.58 (the same as N2).
For homonuclear diatomic molecules, the electronic orbitals can be characterized by

their symmetry properties with respect to inversion about the origin: the lowest orbital
is of gerade, and the next higher orbital is of ungerade type. We studied systems with
f = 2 and 4 active electrons. For the 2-electron system, in the singlet spin state both
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Symmetry 2e-gg 2e-gu 4e 2e-atom

g −0.594 −0.788 −0.781 −0.604
u −0.586 −0.595

Table 9.1: Hartree-Fock orbital energies of the atomic and molecular systems.

2e-gg 2e-gu 4e 2e-atom

TDHF 0.082 0.079 0.073 0.041
MCTDHF 0.182 � 0.084 0.062
1e-TDSE 0.077 0.073 0.071 0.045

Table 9.2: Sum of ionization and excitation probability in TDHF, MCTDHF and
1e-TDSE after passage of the pulse.

electrons occupy a gerade orbital (we abbreviate this system by 2e-gg), while in the
triplet spin state, gerade and ungerade orbital are occupied by one electron each (2e-gu
system). For the 4-electron system, two electrons occupy the gerade orbital, and the
other two the ungerade orbital (4e system). For comparison, we have also calculated
harmonic spectra for a 2-electron atom with the same Ip as for the molecules, the
same general form of nuclear potential, and the same laser parameters.
In table 9.1, we list the Hartree-Fock orbital energies for our model systems. To the

extent that the HF energies characterize the molecule's electronic structure it is worth
noting that the energy spacing between the u and g levels of about ∆E ≈ 0.2 is close
to the value for CO2 with ∆E = 0.21, while being in between N2 (∆E = 0.06) and
O2 (∆E = 0.28). Thus, while not meant to represent a speci�c molecular species, the
characteristics of our systems are clearly in the typical range for small molecules.
The laser pulse has linear polarization parallel to the internuclear axis, a carrier

wavelength of 800 nm (ω = 0.057) and a cos4-shaped envelope for the vector potential
~A(t) = êeRA(t) with a FWHM of 1 optical cycle:

A(t) = A0 cos4

(
πt

2σ

)
sinωt, σ =

πT

4 arccos
(

1√
42

) , T =
2π
ω
. (9.3)

The rather short pulse duration and the pulse shape are dictated by computational
requirements. The cos4-envelope has �nite support and a continuous third derivative
everywhere. The latter is needed for calculating the dipole acceleration in the Lewen-
stein model. The electric �eld peaks at t = 0 (see �g. 9.1). The laser intensity was
I = 3× 1014 W cm−2, which causes between 6 and 18% ionization (see table 9.2).
In our simulations we use cylindrical coordinates (z, ρ) and neglect the dependence

on the azimuthal angle. The dimensions of the simulation box ranged from 200 to 300
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Figure 9.1: Electric �eld of the laser pulse with cos4 envelope and intensity I = 3×1014

W cm−2.

au in the z-direction (polarization direction), and from 40 to 60 au in ρ, with between
2.5 and 5 discretization points per au.

9.1.2 Length vs. velocity vs. acceleration form of the dipole operator

The harmonic response of a system of electrons to a laser �eld is proportional to the
acceleration of the system's dipole, which can be written in

• length form

~̈P (t) =
d2

d t2
〈Ψ(t) | ~r | Ψ(t)〉, (9.4)

• velocity form

~̈P (t) =
d
dt

〈
Ψ(t)

∣∣∣∣ 1
i
~∇+ ~A

∣∣∣∣ Ψ(t)
〉
, (9.5)

• acceleration form

~̈P (t) = −〈Ψ(t) | ~∇V + ~E | Ψ(t)〉. (9.6)
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The equivalence of the three forms is a special case of the Ehrenfest theorem and
relies on
(a) the standard quantum mechanical commutation relations and the fact that the

Hamiltonian has the standard form of kinetic energy plus potential,
(b) the fact that the wave functions are exact solutions of the Schrödinger equation,

and
(c) the fact that the Hamiltonian is hermitian.
For the computations and models used here, these conditions are violated in several

respects:
(i) the discrete approximation of di�erential operators does not exactly reproduce

the commutation relations,
(ii) the complex absorbing potential Vcap violates hermiticity, and
(iii) the approximate wave functions of some of our simplifying models do not solve

a standard Schrödinger equation consisting of a Laplacian representing kinetic energy
plus potentials in the form of multiplication operators, and thus the commutation
relations with H are not the usual ones (see sections 9.2.1 SFA and 9.3.1 e�ective
1e-TDSE).
It turns out that in our case absorption at the boundaries and discretization er-

rors only lead to minor di�erences in spectra obtained in the length and velocity
forms: when we use the MCTDHF wave functions, spectra calculated in either form
� although di�ering by a factor of up to 10 for the lowest 20 harmonics � agree
within 5% for all higher harmonics. The discrepancies at lower harmonics can be
ascribed to violation of hermiticity by the absorbing potential, which do not a�ect
higher harmonics as they are generated near the nuclei. However, for our model sys-
tems with non-standard Hamiltonians rather large discrepancies arise throughout the
whole spectrum. The gauge-noninvariance of SFA is well-known and has been exten-
sively demonstrated (see sec. 7.1.3). For our e�ective 1e-TDSE model (sec. 9.3.1), the
di�erences between length and velocity gauge for some of the molecular systems reach
up to one to two orders of magnitude even in the relevant cuto� region.
The choice of the dipole operator depends on which properties of the true solution

are best reproduced by the approximate solution. The length form depends only on the
electron density and emphasizes contributions from larger distances. The velocity form
depends on the momentum distribution of the electrons irrespective of their location in
space. This favors the length form of the operator for the strong �eld approximation,
which becomes more accurate at larger distances, where the in�uence of the molecular
potential is weaker. Similar arguments hold for the other models used in the present
paper, which do not aspire to accurately reproduce details of the molecular potential.
For this reason and to allow a consistent comparison between models, here we always
show the harmonic spectra calculated in the length form.
In [26] a third point of view was taken, namely that the acceleration operator ~∇V

should be considered as fundamental. The acceleration operator more strongly depends
on regions of the electronic wave function near the singularities of the nuclear potential,
which are dominated by multi-electron e�ects and where for HHG the dynamics of the
electrons is important. While our MCTDHF calculations do include these e�ects, all
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models using only a single active electron by de�nition exclude them. For this reason
again we prefer the length form over the acceleration form for the present study.

9.2 Results

Fig. 9.2 shows the harmonic spectra for our model systems obtained with correlated
MCTDHF wave functions using up to n = f + 4 orbitals. The overall shape of the
spectra is similar in all cases. Due to the extremely short pulse duration there is
a double plateau structure. The more intense plateau at lower harmonic numbers
corresponds to ionization by the peak of the �eld with lower acceleration by the
subsequent smaller �eld half-cycle (cf. �g. 9.1). The lower intensity plateau reaching
to harmonic numbers of ∼ 45 originates from ionization one half-cycle before peak
�eld strength.
We veri�ed the convergence of our calculations with respect to box size, discretiza-

tion and number of orbitals n. Varying the extent of the box in laser polarization
direction between 200 and 300 au has considerable e�ects only on the harmonic or-
ders . 20. The dependence of our observables on the number of orbitals n is of physical
interest as it provides information about the degree of correlation in the molecule, i.e.
the number of di�erent Slater determinants needed for an accurate description of the
multi-electron wave function.
In �g. 9.2 we also included the spectra obtained from uncorrelated calculations

(n = f , TDHF, blue) and weakly correlated calculations with n = f + 2 (green). The
agreement between n = f + 2 and n = f + 4 for the 2e-gg molecule and the 2e atom
shows that the spectra can be considered as converged for all practical purposes. Con-
vergence of the 4e spectrum has not been reached, but the main qualitative features
at high harmonic orders are preserved.
The rather good agreement of harmonic spectra does not necessarily imply that the

TDHF wave function re�ects other important properties of the true, correlated wave
function. Fig. 9.3 shows the sum of ionization and excitation yields as a function of n.
While for the 2e-gg molecule correlation leads to a strong increase in ionization plus
excitation, for the 2e atom and the 4e molecule ionization remains almost constant.
This is consistent with the greater importance of correlation for the ionization of
smaller molecular systems (see chapter 6).

9.2.1 Comparison with the Lewenstein model

In sec. 7.1.2 we described the Lewenstein model, pointing out that it disregards excited
states and therefore does not account for bound-state dynamics of the molecule in the
laser �eld, and that in its original form it also neglects any in�uence of the binding
potential on the scattering states. This amounts to representing the continuum by
plane wave Volkov states.
We use the Lewenstein formula in the form (7.45), after integrating over the wave

vectors ~k of the continuum electrons in stationary phase approximation. Time inte-
gration is performed numerically. Figures 9.4 show the spectra obtained in the Lewen-
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Figure 9.2: Harmonic spectra from MCTDHF calculations with increasing number of
orbitals n (i.e. allowing for more correlation).
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Figure 9.2: (continued)
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Figure 9.3: Sum of ionization and excitation for MCTDHF calculations with increasing
number of orbitals n.

stein picture for our model systems in comparison with MCTDHF. Only the overall
plateau structure and cuto�s, but neither harmonic intensities nor the spectral shape
are reproduced correctly for the molecular systems. By contrast, for the 2e atom good
agreement in both aspects is achieved.
For a multi-particle system, the choice of an initial single-electron state |0〉 � suited

for the physical problem under consideration � is not unique. Possible choices are the
highest occupied molecular orbital of a HF wave function or the Dyson orbital (see sec.
9.3.3 for a discussion of the Dyson orbital). This choice will result in di�erent dipole
matrix elements dz(~k) in the Lewenstein formula (7.45). As was shown in [81], the
di�erence between the dipole elements of HF- and Dyson-orbitals is only of second
order in the electron-electron interaction, using multi-particle perturbation theory.
Although a Dyson orbital drawn from a correlated calculation changes the Lewenstein
spectrum of the 2e-gg molecule near the cuto�, it in no way leads to better agreement
with the MCTDHF result. For the 2e atom and 4e molecule, there is no di�erence
between Dyson and HF orbitals. We therefore omit the HF curve in �g. 9.4.

9.3 Discussion

9.3.1 Accounting for the molecular potential

One of the known shortcomings of the Lewenstein model is the absence of the molecular
binding potential: neither dynamics of excited states nor scattering from the molecular
potential are included. This a�ects both the ionization and the recombination step in
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HHG.
In order to assess the importance of these e�ects for our systems, we construct a

single-electron Hamiltonian whose initial state coincides with the Dyson orbital, but
which includes excited states and scattering from the molecular potential. It is based
on the assumptions that a single active electron moves in the potential of a frozen
ionic core and the Stark shift of the ground state is negligible. While the second of
these assumptions seems quite reasonable, our results below will show that the ionic
core cannot be considered as untouched by the laser �eld.
We start from a �eld-free single-electron Hamiltonian of the form

Hm = − 1
2

∆− 1/2
|~r − ~R/2| −

1/2
|~r + ~R/2| (9.7)

which contains a molecular potential with screened point charges. We then choose
the desired single-electron initial state orbital |0〉 and divide the Hilbert space into
H0 = span({|0〉}) and its orthogonal complement. The e�ective Hamiltonian Heff acts
likeHm on the orthogonal complement ofH0 and gives the desired ground state energy
E0 for |0〉:

Heff = E0P0 + (1− P0)Hm(1− P0) + Ez(t)z, (9.8a)

P0 = |0〉〈0|. (9.8b)

The interaction with the �eld has been included here in length gauge, as the �eld-free
molecular Hamiltonian Hm should not contain time-dependent terms. As the ground
state energy we choose −Ip of the multi-electron system. For |0〉 we use the Dyson
orbital, but very similar results are obtained with the highest occupied HF orbital. The
one-electron TDSE can be easily solved for this model, which we denote by 1e-TDSE.
Fig. 9.4 also includes the 1e-TDSE harmonic spectra (red) obtained with the same

orbital |0〉 as in the Lewenstein model (blue). We immediately see that the dynamics of
bound and/or continuum states does play an important role in molecules. Magnitude,
overall decrease with harmonic order, and the positions of the minima and cuto� in the
spectrum all di�er between the two models, although the variations are comparatively
smooth. Again, however, the 1e-TDSE model works well for the high harmonics of the
2e-atomic system.
The 1e-TDSE model describes the ionization process reasonably well. Table 9.2

compares the sum of ionization plus excitation of TDHF, MCTDHF and 1e-TDSE for
the 2 and 4 electron system. The agreement of the model with the TDHF calculation is
better than 1%. The use of a Dyson orbital derived from correlated ground state wave
functions instead of from HF wave functions for |0〉 in (9.8a) has little impact on the
�gures. However, in the multi-electron calculation of the 2e-gg molecule, correlation
leads to a signi�cantly enhanced ionization and excitation probability, which is not
reproduced by 1e-TDSE. Comparing with the MCTDHF spectra of �g. 9.4 we see that
in spite of the inclusion of the molecular potential and a good match with the outer
electron's orbital, the 1e-TDSE model completely fails to reproduce the molecular
high harmonic spectra in intensity as well as spectral shape.
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of the harmonic spectra in the Lewenstein model (blue), 1e-
TDSE (red) and MCTDHF (black).
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Figure 9.4: (continued)
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One possible source for the discrepancy between MCTDHF and 1e-TDSE is ioniza-
tion. We have seen that 1e-TDSE gives overall ionization yields only to within factors
. 3 of the MCTDHF result, when correlation is included. However, even much larger
correction factors to the overall ionization yield could not eliminate the di�erence in
the spectral shapes. According to the three-step model, one important factor deter-
mining the spectral shape is the time structure of the re-collision current. In sec. 8.1,
we have described a method to extract the current of recolliding electrons from the
total wave function. Fig. 9.5 shows the momentum distribution of the electron cur-
rents at a distance z0 = 15 with a FWHM of the Gaussian of 8.24 for di�erent times
during the pulse as obtained from the MCTDHF and 1e-TDSE wave functions. After
multiplication by overall normalization constants between 0.40 and 0.90, which quite
well re�ect the errors in total ionization for the various system, electron momentum
distributions at di�erent times agree within 10% or better. We conclude that the time
distribution of ionization is well described by the 1e-TDSE, though the magnitude is
not. When we reason within the three-step model, this leaves only the recombination
step as the source of error in the 1e-TDSE model.

9.3.2 Multi-electron corrections to the SFA

One important modi�cation of the SFA has been introduced in [81, 69], where multi-
electron e�ects were included in the recombination matrix element. In this case, the
�eld-free bound state |0〉 is the multi-electron ground state |Ψ0〉 itself, and the con-
tinuum states are written as products of the (�eld-free) ionic ground state |Ψ+〉 and
single-electron plane waves |~k〉. The total wave function for a spin singlet becomes

Ψ′~k = A 1√
2

(Ψ↑+χ
↓
~k
−Ψ↓+χ

↑
~k
), (9.9)

where A = (1/
√
f )(1−∑f−1

j=1 Pjf ) is the antisymmetrization operator, Pjf transposes

the j-th and the f -th electron, and ↑, ↓ denote the ±1
2 spin states. The dipole matrix

element is given by

~d(~k) =
〈

Ψ′~k

∣∣∣ f∑
l=1

~rl

∣∣∣ Ψ0

〉
, (9.10)

which can be evaluated further as [69]

~d(~k) =
√

2(~d1 + ~d2), (9.11a)

~d1 = 〈~k | ~r | φD〉, (9.11b)

~d2 = −√f
f−1∑
j=1

〈Pjf (Ψ+
~k) | ~rf | Ψ0〉, (9.11c)

where φD denotes the Dyson orbital.
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Fig. 9.6 shows the importance of these corrections for our molecules. Dipole ma-
trix elements were calculated with the respective neutral and ionic MCTDHF wave
functions. We see that the exchange correction can be very substantial, amounting to
more than one order of magnitude in the case of the 4e system.
The exception is the 2e-gg system, for the simple reason that the exchange term d2

nearly vanishes. It vanishes exactly in the HF case

dz = 2
〈
φφ

∣∣∣∣ z1

∣∣∣∣ 1√
2

(φ+k − kφ+)
〉

=
√

2 [〈φ | z1 | φ+〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
d2=0

−〈φ | z1 | k〉〈φ | φ+〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
d1

], (9.12)

since both the HF orbital φ and the ionic single-electron orbital φ+ have gerade
symmetry (z1 refers to the z-coordinate of the �rst electronic orbital). The extra
multi-con�guration corrections remain small. The same remarks apply to the 2e atom.
Unfortunately, it is evident from comparing �gures 9.4 and 9.6 that also the exchange-

corrected Lewenstein model fails to reproduce the multi-electron solution, and it still
does so by orders of magnitude. A failure with respect to overall harmonic intensity
alone might have been ascribed to one of the known shortcomings of the Lewenstein
model, namely incorrect ionization rates. What is more disturbing and can certainly
not be explained in this way is the strong deviation in the spectral shape at high
harmonic energies, as molecular orbital tomography [33] depends on the unambiguous
understanding of the harmonic power spectrum (and phases).

9.3.3 Factoring the multi-electron wave function

In view of the failure of the previous models, we now attempt to directly extract a
time-dependent single-electron function from the known multi-electron function such
that the harmonic spectra agree for the two functions.
In the single-electron description one assumes that the movement of the electron

that becomes ionized is on a di�erent spatial and velocity scale from the electrons
remaining closer to the nucleus. It may therefore be possible to write the total wave
function as a product of a core Φ(x1, . . . , xf−1; t) of electrons times a single-particle
orbital φ(xf ; t) with proper antisymmetrization:

Ψ′(x1, . . . , xf ; t) =
1

N(t)
A[Φ(x1, . . . , xf−1; t)φ(xf ; t)]. (9.13)

Note that, since Φ and φ are, in general, not orthogonal, we have to normalize by a
time-dependent factor N(t).
For the determination of the constituents Φ and φ two requirements should be met:

(i) the product function should well approximate the true solution and (ii) the inactive
electron part Φ should contribute little to our observable (the harmonic spectrum). To
meet the �rst condition, φ is determined such that, given a particular Φ, Ψ′ provides
the best approximation to the true Ψ. Here, we de�ne the best approximation as
the one with the largest overlap 〈Ψ|Ψ′〉. Apart from this, the speci�c �avor of a
particular model is introduced by Φ. Its choice depends on the physical process under
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Figure 9.5: Momentum distribution of the recollision electron current in the 1e-TDSE
(red) model and MCTDHF (black) at 5 di�erent times. The MCTDHF distributions
were scaled by a factor such that they agree in magnitude with 1e-TDSE at t = +4.137.
The time range covers about 20 au (∼ 500 as).
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Figure 9.5: (continued)
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Figure 9.6: Comparison of harmonic spectra in the Lewenstein model without (blue,
d1) and with (green, d1 + d2) exchange terms.
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consideration. For HHG a suitable choice seems to be the cationic wave function. In
this case, φ is the Dyson orbital.
Technically, the Dyson orbital [66] is de�ned by the integral over the ionic coordi-

nates

φD(~r) =
√
f

∫
d3r1 · · · d3rf−1 Ψ∗+(~r1, . . . , ~rf−1)Ψ(~r1, . . . , ~rf−1, ~r), (9.14)

for which we use the short notation

|φD〉 =
√
f 〈Ψ+ | Ψ0〉〉. (9.15)

The norm of the Dyson orbital ||φD|| (the 'pole strength'), is not necessarily equal
to 1. Rather, the deviation from unity is a measure of how much the orbitals of the
ion core change upon ionization. If it is impossible to satisfy requirement (i) with the
ansatz (9.13), then the system is signi�cantly correlated.
We consider two possible choices of core electron factor Φ:

1. The ion remains in its initial state (static), i.e. it is not signi�cantly deformed
by the laser pulse,

|φstat
D (qf ; t)〉 =

√
f 〈Ψ+(0) | Ψ0(t)〉〉. (9.16)

2. The ion is considerably polarized by the laser �eld and we need to include its
correct time evolution:

|φdyn
D (qf ; t)〉 =

√
f 〈Ψ+(t) | Ψ0(t)〉〉, (9.17)

where Ψ+(t) is the time-dependent ionic wave function.

Fig. 9.7 (left column) shows spectra obtained with the static and polarized ionic
core. We see that polarization of the ionic core strongly a�ects the overall shape
and intensity of the harmonic spectrum. As we have shown above, multi-electron
corrections strongly a�ect the harmonic spectrum. It is therefore to be expected that
even minor modi�cations of the inner shell electrons may strongly change the overall
spectrum. Note that this change is not due to harmonic emission by the ion itself,
which is by about two orders of magnitude lower than emission from the neutral (�g.
9.7, right column). The di�erences between static and polarized core factorizations are
on a similar scale as the di�erences between the 1e-TDSE models and the MCTDHF
result. It is intriguing that for all our models the high harmonic part of MCTDHF
spectra is well approximated by the polarized core factorization. Interestingly, for the
2e atom, the factorized wave function leads to no improvement over the single-electron
models (Lewenstein and 1e-TDSE), which actually yield better agreement in terms of
harmonic intensity.
Fig. 9.7 (right column) shows, that the `dynamical Dyson orbital' φdyn

D dominates

the harmonic emission: in all cases, including the exchange corrections between φdyn
D

and Ψ+(t) only slightly changes the harmonic spectrum. This means that we have
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Figure 9.7: Comparison of harmonic spectra obtained by MCTDHF and from product
wave functions as (9.13). The product wave functions with the static or dynamic ion
core are denoted by Ψ′stat and Ψ′dyn, respectively. In the left column (a,b,c), Ψ′stat

(green) and Ψ′dyn (magenta) are compared to the MCTDHF (black) solution.
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Figure 9.7: (continued) In the right column (d,e,f), we compare the Dyson orbital φdyn
D

(cyan) with the product wave function Ψ′dyn. For reference, the spectrum of the ion is
also shown (gray).
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indeed isolated the harmonic response of the system in a single-electron orbital and
separated it from the background of the other electrons, as desired for a meaningful
factorization. The spectra for the Dyson orbital are obtained from the dipole expec-
tation value 〈φdyn

D | z | φdyn
D 〉.

9.3.4 Accuracy and comparability of the calculations

As remarked in the discussion of the MCTDHF results (sec. 9.2) the convergence of
spectra with respect to the number of orbitals (�g. 9.2) is not fully reached numerically,
with changes remaining on the order of a factor of 2 in the worst case (4e molecule).
Even so, this is considerably less than the observed deviations between MCTDHF and
simpler models, which reach up to three orders of magnitude.
The importance of core-polarization e�ects derives from the in general strong contri-

bution of the cross-matrix elements between the `active' orbital and the core orbitals.
This observation was originally made for the multi-electron corrected SFA [81, 69]
and is corroborated here for the case when a frozen core is factorized out from the
full MCTDHF wave function. The same procedure with the frozen core replaced with
the polarized core systematically gives largely correct HHG spectra for all our model
systems. In that case contributions from cross-matrix elements between the active
single-electron factor and the core factor are small.
The success of the polarized core factorization, together with the failure of the static

core factorization, also provides indirect evidence that both the ionic and the neutral
wave functions are well described by MCTDHF for the purpose of the calculation of
high harmonics spectra. All other features like frozen inner shell electrons, cylindrical
symmetry, or �xed nuclei are common to all models. Therefore the comparison with
MCTDHF allowed us to disentangle speci�c shortcomings of the single-electron models
from the true multi-electron e�ects in HHG. The magnitude of these e�ects is linked to
our speci�c molecular models. However, with key model parameters chosen in realistic
ranges and calculations made in 3 dimensions, we expect e�ects on the same scale for
real molecules.

9.4 Conclusions

We found strong indications that HHG is a genuinely dynamic multi-electron e�ect.
Neither incorrect ionization rates nor the plane wave approximation, which could be
remedied by more re�ned single-electron models, are responsible for the failure of SFA
for our multi-electron model systems. We also conclude that in the present case the
multi-electron e�ects cannot be described in the spirit of [81, 69] as the interaction of
some frozen core with an active electron.
For these realistic 3D multi-electron molecular models, both the standard SFA and

an advanced single-electron model that includes a phenomenological molecular po-
tential completely fail to reproduce shape and intensity of the harmonic spectra. We
could show that for our system parameters the ionization process is described with
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satisfactory �delity by the single-electron model, but recombination is grossly incor-
rect. The discrepancy is due to the large size of the multi-electron contributions to
the recombination matrix element [69] and their sensitivity to the polarization of the
ionic core by the laser pulse. A largely correct description of the higher part of the
harmonic spectrum can be obtained when the full wave function is factorized into the
polarized ion wave function times a single-electron factor. In the case of such a factor-
ization, the cross-terms between the polarized ion and the `active' electron contribute
little and the single-electron factor already produces a roughly correct spectrum. In
this very general sense, one might argue that HHG from molecules is still a single-
electron process. However, the time evolution of this factor wave function implicitly
includes interactions with the polarized core-electron wave function. In particular, any
dynamical description of its time evolution must include terms accounting for the time-
dependent exchange and correlation. In other words, there is no dynamical equation
of a single particle that would have as its solution the desired �dynamic-core� single-
electron orbital. Rather, it can only be extracted afterwards from a multi -electron
calculation.
At present, due to computational limitations, we cannot conduct a similar calcula-

tion ab initio for systems most frequently used in experiments like N2 or CO2. Even
within our model systems, con�dence in the correctness of the results is based on an
analysis in terms of various models rather than systematic convergence studies, as
these would require larger computer resources than presently available to us. Still,
we believe that the rather realistic nature of our MCTDHF simulations raises serious
questions about the possibility of tomographic imaging for general systems that must
be decided before the method can be put to practical use.
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Forest �re
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10 Laser-induced breakdown in

transparent materials

Ultrashort laser pulses of femtosecond duration allow materials to be subjected to
unprecedented laser intensities 1. From a practical point of view, the study of laser-
induced breakdown and damage in transparent materials at these intensities is inter-
esting because understanding damage mechanisms may help in constructing optics
for laser systems with a higher damage threshold, which is currently limiting peak
laser intensities. Another interesting application is micromachining of materials. For
micromachining, short pulses are preferable because this limits thermal di�usion and
leads to deterministic damage.
We consider transparent materials, i.e. dielectrics where the band gap between va-

lence band and conduction band is larger than the photon energy of the laser. This
implies that ionization requires absorption of multiple photons; there is no linear
absorption mechanism. This leaves basically two non-linear absorption mechanisms:
photoionization and avalanche ionization. The density of conduction band electrons n
is given by a rate equation,

dn
dt

= wPI(I) + η(I)n, (10.1)

with wPI the photoionization rate and η(I) the avalanche rate. For longer pulses, also
electron losses by di�usion, recombination and trapping should be taken into account.
Depending on the laser frequency and intensity, there are two di�erent regimes of

photoionization, the multiphoton and the tunneling regime, as outlined in sec. 5.1.
If one plots the tunneling and multiphoton ionization rates for common transparent
materials as a function of the Keldysh parameter γ (5.1), the two curves cross at about
γ ≈ 1.5. For γ > 1.5 the multiphoton contribution, and for γ < 1.5 the tunneling
contribution overwhelmingly dominate the total ionization rate.

10.1 Avalanche ionization (AVI)

An electron avalanche evolves in 3 steps:

• It is seeded by initially available conduction-band electrons.

• The laser �eld accelerates these electrons by inverse bremsstrahlung, which is
another word for sequential laser-assisted collisions with the lattice.

1A very readable review of this �eld has been given in [82].
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• When the kinetic energy exceeds the ionization threshold, the electron can ionize
another electron in a collision.

Seed electrons can be provided by thermally excited charge carriers, by easily ionized
impurity states, or by electrons that are directly excited by photoionization. Note that
to conserve energy and momentum, a conduction band electron can only absorb a
photon if, at the same time, it absorbs or emits a phonon or scatters at an impurity.
Thus the avalanche rate is limited by the density of seed electrons and by the electron
lattice scattering rate.
Stuart et al. [92] developed a model of avalanche ionization in which the avalanche

rate depends linearly on the laser intensity η = αI. This is the outcome of two
approximations. First, the �ux doubling approximation, which states that as soon
as they have su�cient energy electrons impact-ionize and produce two electrons at
the lower energetic end of the conduction band. Second, the model assumes that the
energy distribution of the conduction-band electrons does not change as the carrier
density increases during the avalanche.
Other groups have criticized this model on grounds of these questionable assump-

tions and because it contradicts the experimentally observed increase of threshold
�uence 2 for decreasing pulse lengths. Instead, they use the expression from Thornber
[94] which instead predicts linear scaling of the avalanche rate with the electric �eld,
i.e. the square root of the intensity, η = β

√
I .

The term �optical breakdown� (OB) means that the material is irreversibly dam-
aged, which requires destruction of the crystal lattice. This occurs when the tempera-
ture of the material becomes high enough for the material to melt or fracture. For this,
energy needs to be transferred from the electrons to the lattice via phonon emission.
The damage mechanism di�ers depending on the duration and intensity of the laser

pulse. For comparison, we assume pulses of the same �xed �uence, i.e. the same total
number of incident photons per unit area.
Note that experimental measurements of breakdown threshold intensities are af-

�icted with numerous uncertainties in de�ning and measuring material damage and
laser intensity in the sample. Most experiments have concentrated on surface e�ects,
while theory treats only bulk e�ects. Only recently, some experiments directly used
changes in the bulk to diagnose OB, e.g. [75].

10.2 Long pulses, t > 10 ps

For pulses of duration of a few picoseconds or longer, the energy is transferred from
the electrons to the lattice on the same time scale as the energy is deposited by the
laser, i.e. on the order of the pulse duration. The energy is then carried out of the focal
volume by thermal di�usion. Hence the damage threshold is determined by the ratio of
energy deposition to thermal di�usion. Under these assumptions, the threshold �uence
scales as the square root of the pulse duration. Since avalanche is much more e�cient,

2The �uence is the integral of the intensity over the whole pulse length τ , F =
R τ
0

dtI(t).
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the threshold intensities are too low for direct photoionization. Thus the avalanche is
started either by thermally excited electrons or by impurity and defect states. The
damage threshold is extremely sensitive to the presence of impurity electrons and is
thus non-deterministic with respect to laser and material parameters.

10.3 Short pulses, t < 10 ps

For pulses shorter than a few picoseconds, the energy is deposited in the electrons
faster than it can be transferred to the lattice. The electron density grows through
avalanche ionization until the plasma frequency approaches the frequency of the in-
cident laser, which happens at the critical plasma density ncr ∼ 1021 cm−3. The
high-density plasma strongly absorbs the laser energy. After the laser is gone, the
energy is transferred from the electrons to the lattice very abruptly, much faster than
the thermal di�usion can redistribute the energy. This leads to ablation or permanent
structural damage, but the damage is strongly localized at the laser focus. Also, the
total amount of energy deposited is much smaller than for longer pulses. For short
pulses, the intensities needed for permanent damage are high enough to create seed
electrons by photoionization. Thus the avalanche is less dependent on defects and the
breakdown threshold is deterministic.
Thus femtosecond pulses are suited for micromachining as they produce more re-

producible and spatially con�ned damage. Because thermal di�usion does not take
place, they deposit less energy in a better de�ned region.

10.4 Ultrashort pulses, t < 100 fs

For very short pulses, time is too short for an avalanche to unfold, as it is limited by
collisions of the electron with the lattice. Yudin et al. [105] argue that the timescale
for an avalanche to start o� is around 30�50 fs. The typical energy absorbed by an
electron in a collision is about 2Up ∼ 1.2 eV (at I ∼ 1013 W cm−2 and λ = 800 nm),
which happens every half laser cycle. Hence, for fused silica (band gap 9 eV) and under
optimal conditions, it takes at least ∼ 10 laser half-cycles after the photoionization at
the pulse peak before the electron has acquired su�cient energy for impact ionization.
This corresponds to pulse durations of ∼ 30�50 fs.
Nevertheless, there are experimental reports of avalanche ionization operating for

pulses as short as 10 fs [53]. How can an avalanche form at these short pulse lengths?
Yudin et al. [105] propose two novel mechanisms for exponential enhancement of
photoionization.
The �rst new mechanism is collision-assisted multiphoton ionization (or, equiv-

alently, laser-assisted impact ionization). An electron in the conduction band with
kinetic energy below the band gap can still promote another electron into the con-
duction band if the missing energy is provided by the laser �eld. Indeed, Rajeev et al.
[75] have found indications for such a new ionization mechanism in avalanches. They
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can �t their experimental data by assuming an avalanche rate of the form

η(I) = α0I(1 + β1I), (10.2)

and interpret the quadratic intensity dependence as a sign of laser-assisted impact
ionization.
The second suggested process is hole-assisted multiphoton ionization. When an

electron has been ionized, it leaves a positively charged ion (a hole) behind. In a
simple model, the electric �eld of the hole ~Eh = ~R/R3 combines with the oscillating
laser �eld ~E0 cosωt to act on a neighboring atom. In the tunneling regime, this �eld
enters exponentially into the ionization rate

Γ(t) ∼ exp
(
− 2(2Ip)

3
2

3| ~E cosωt+ ~Eh|
)

(10.3)

and enhances the e�ect of the laser. This mechanism is similar to enhanced ionization
in molecules mentioned in sec. 5.2, and ionization ignition in clusters. As soon as new
holes are created, they in turn continue to assist ionization at their neighbors. The
ionization propagates in a way similar to forest �res. Isolated holes serve as nucleation
sites around which new holes are created. The expansion of the ionized region then
continues along its boundary.
Note that the forest �re mechanism is supposed to proceed exclusively via the

additional electric �eld of the hole. There is no signi�cant exchange of energy or
momentum (like in impact ionization or inverse bremsstrahlung).
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11 Cold electron-assisted �eld

ionization

Based on the heuristic picture of forest �re described in the previous chapter, we
conceive a model suitable for our MCTDHF code. So far, the forest �re has been
veri�ed only in a simple 1D computer model [105], where the nearby hole has been
represented by a nearby Coulombic potential well (or, for comparison with analytic
SFA theory, by its dipole �eld). The authors argue that the positively charged ion
is much heavier than the electrons and does not move appreciably so that the �xed-
in-space approximation is justi�ed. However, the e�ective mass of holes in common
dielectrics is very similar to that of electrons.
Therefore we think that it is more suitable to model the hole by a second electron.

The polarity should not make much of a di�erence, as enhancement and suppression
of laser �eld alternate at each half-cycle of the laser pulse. Another di�erence is the
indistinguishability of an electron pair as opposed to an electron-hole pair.

11.1 Construction of model system

As a simple model of �forest-�re� ionization in solids, we use a two-electron system
where one electron is bound to a nucleus in a hydrogen-like potential and the other is in
the continuum. The free electron is meant to mimick the hole left over from a previous
ionization event. Its energy is assumed to have already thermalized by collisions. The
system is then exposed to a few-cycle laser pulse. To evaluate the e�ect of the charge
carrier (the free electron) on the laser ionization of the bound subsystem, we compare
the ionization yield of the bound subsystem in the absence of the free electron to the
ionization yield of the two-electron system. Ionization is de�ned as the probability
of �nding the single or both electrons, respectively, outside a speci�ed range around
the nucleus (see below). We expect the latter yield to be signi�cantly enhanced with
respect to the former.
The crucial step is to represent the two-electron system in a way that faithfully

models the conditions of the real physical situation in the dielectric.

11.1.1 Initial state

We construct our initial state in Hartree-Fock form from the product of a bound state
(say, the 1s state) times a continuum state χ,

|Ψ〉 = A[|1s〉 ⊗ |χ〉]. (11.1)
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For the continuum state, there are in principle two possible choices (similar to scat-
tering theory):
(a) Scattering eigenstate,
(b) Wave packet.
To get a physically sensible representation of the situation, the two-electron wave

function should meet the following criteria:
(i) The bound and continuum state should be orthogonal.
(ii) The energy of the continuum state should be on the order of thermal energies

since we want to avoid impact ionization.

11.1.2 Scattering state

If we take for χ a single-electron scattering eigenstate of the binding (Coulomb) po-
tential, then the condition of orthogonality is automatically ful�lled. The energy of
the state can be chosen suitably.
However, there remains a problem: the product of the two single-particle states is

very far from an eigenstate of the 2-particle Hamiltonian. Since both states have sig-
ni�cant spatial overlap, the electron-electron repulsion will strongly distort the system
at the start of time-propagation and lead to signi�cant spurious double ionization.
An alternative would be to turn on the interaction adiabatically in order that the

initial state relaxes into a 2-particle wave packet. But to avoid initial double ioniza-
tion, this has to be done very slowly, on a time scale comparable to the time needed
for a distant wave packet to reach the atom (see next section). Though this would
work in principle, relaxation obscures the previous de�nite-momentum property of the
initial state (it contains again a range of momenta, i.e. it becomes a wave packet). In
summary, the scattering state o�ers no real bene�t over starting from a wave packet
right away, since it evolves into such anyway. Actually, there is the disadvantage that
we do not know exactly what kind of wave packet we get.
A potential advantage could be that the scattering state has less free parameters

than a wave packet: only the (single-particle) energy and the norm (a measure for the
electron density at the atom).

11.1.3 Wave packet

In view of the above-mentioned considerations, we ultimately decided to use the wave
packet approach. We made a serious e�ort to construct a wave packet that gently
scatters from the atom.

1. Shape: We considered Gaussian and cos2 shapes. The latter o�ers the advantage
of a �nite support and thus minimal overlap with the bound state as well as a
small box size. A cos2 wave packet in cylindrical coordinates reads:

χ(z, ρ) = N cos2

(√
(z − z0)2

σ2
z

π

2

)
cos2

(√
ρ2

σ2
ρ

π

2

)
, (11.2)

where N is a normalization factor. For 1D, the last cos2 is dropped. As it is
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more e�cient, we perform parameter search in 1D.

2. Distance z0 from atom: The wave packet is located at a large distance from
the atom to minimize the overlap of states and in�uence of electron-electron
interaction. The choice of z0 is limited by σz on the lower side, and by computing
time on the upper side. In 3D, too far distances will also lead to extensive wave
packet spreading and thus low electron current on the atom itself.

3. Width: For physical reasons, we decided that we need very slow initial electron
momenta, somewhere near thermal energies and not larger than the laser's Up.
The parameter to control this is the width of the initial wave packet. If the width
is to small, there is a large portion of high momentum components, which whizz
over the atom very fast. Even if this leads to enhanced ionization, it would rely
on a mechanism much di�erent from the forest �re model.

We �nd sizable (orders of magnitudes) dependence of ionization on the initial
width, if that width is narrow. A width of, e.g., 7.5 translates into scattering
momenta of approximately 2π/7.5 ∼ 1 or energies on the scale of 20 eV. In
that case we get signi�cant impact ionization and on top of it a smaller scale
e�ect due to the laser (red curves in �g. 11.1). When the widths are larger and
energies are below 1 eV (width 45 and 75) there is no impact ionization. Also,
the additional e�ect of the laser is largely independent of the exact width (green
and blue curves in �g. 11.1).

We wait and let the wave packet expand until it arrives in sizable strength near
the atom (�g. 11.2). We see that the narrower wave packet (width 45) causes
higher densities, but contains also faster momentum components, as it reaches
the atom faster. Thus we settle for the broader wave packet.

To summarize the parameters of the wave packet used in the following calculations:
z0 = 100, σz = 75, σρ = 40 (in 3D, equal to the total width of the calculation area).

11.1.4 Laser parameters

The wave packet reaches the atom about 15 to 20 laser cycles after release (�g. 11.2).
At that time we let a 4 cycle laser pulse hit. The precise time was chosen such that
the electron density in the surroundings of the atom reaches a �rst maximum.
The width of the pulse was made large enough (FWHM 4 optical cycles) to sup-

press high frequencies. We veri�ed the multi-photon nature of ionization by checking
the scaling behaviour of the unassisted single-electron ionization yield with intensity.
From the ionization potential Ip = 0.5 and ω = 0.057, we expect a number of 8�9 pho-
tons needs to be absorbed for ionization. With the pulse shape we have chosen, pure
photoionization is approximately ∝ I5 due to non-negligible spectral width (�g. 11.4,
�1e� lines). Multi-photon ionization very easily dominates the ionization and limits
meaningful studies to I . 1013 W cm−2.
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Figure 11.1: Dependence of ionization on wave packet width σz in 1D. (Distance of
wave packet z0 = 100 in all cases.)

11.1.5 How we determine ionization

We say an ionization has occurred when we �nd both electrons outside a region around
the nucleus. The range of that region (�patch size�) was chosen as z ∈ [−24, 24], a
rather large value, as apparently we tend to populate some loosely bound states that
lead to oscillations when the patch is inside their range.

Static �eld ionization After minimizing electron impact ionization by maximizing
the width of the electron wave packet, we observe some residual ionization which arises
a very short time after we start time propagation from our initial state. Because of
the short time delay, this cannot be caused by impact ionization. Rather, the origin
of this background is �eld-ionization of the atom by the charge of the wave packet.
The e�ect can be reduced by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude by placing two identical
wave packets symmetrically on both sides of the atom, which eliminates the dipole
moment of the charge distribution. This applies both to 1D and 3D (see Fig. 11.3).
To factor out the pure �eld-e�ect in determining the enhancement, we subtract this
initial double ionization pedestal from the double ionization observed after passage of
the laser pulse.
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Figure 11.2: Time-dependent electron density averaged over a small box ρ ∈ [0, 4], z ∈
[−5, 5] around the nucleus, for the two wave-packets with width 45 and 75, respectively.

11.2 Observation of apparent enhancement

11.2.1 Overview: Enhancement in 1D and 3D as a function of laser
intensity

Table 11.1 gives a summary of the ionization enhancement found in Hartree-Fock
approximation, for 1D and 3D as a function of laser intensity. Only intensities below
1013 W cm−2 show signi�cant enhancement on the order of 102. Interestingly, the
enhancement in 3D seems to be at least on the same scale (if not higher) than in 1D.
Figures 11.4 and 11.5 show the ionization curves.

intensity 1e12 2.5e12 1e13

3D 500 500 2.47

1D 250 82.9 1.14

Table 11.1: Ionization enhancement factor: ionization for 2e system divided by ioniza-
tion for 1e system, in the same laser pulse.
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Figure 11.3: Ionization created by the wave packet without laser, either only on one
side (asymmetric) or on both sides of the atom (symmetric).

11.2.2 Correlation e�ects in 1D and 3D

Correlation seems to have no serious (i.e. order of magnitude) impact on ionization,
results varying by a factor around 2. (�g. 11.6 in 1D, �g. 11.7 in 3D). Unfortunately,
in 1D convergence did not yet set in for 14 orbitals.
Thus, our preliminary conclusion is: we see enhancement of laser ionization by cold

electrons, both in 1D and 3D, and it persists with correlation.
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Figure 11.4: Unassisted (1e) and assisted (2e) ionization for di�erent intensities in 1D.
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Figure 11.5: Unassisted (1e) and assisted (2e) ionization for di�erent intensities in 3D.
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Figure 11.6: Correlation e�ects in 1D for I = 2.5× 1012 W cm−2. Note linear scale on
y-axis.
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11.3 Failure

Unfortunately, the apparent enhancement does not survive closer scrutiny. We present
3 pieces of counter-evidence, unveiling the bogus nature of the observed e�ect.

11.3.1 Symmetric wave packet

As observed in sec. 11.1.5 above, the static �eld of the wave packet generates some
initial �eld ionization, which can be suppressed by using a wave packet symmetric to
the left and right of the atom as it makes the �eld vanish to dipole order. Unfortunately,
however, at the same time the enhancement of laser ionization vanishes (�g. 11.8).
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Figure 11.8: Assisted ionization yields in 1D for wave packet either only on one side
(asymmetric) or on both sides (symmetric) of the atom (I = 2.5× 1012 W cm−2).

The explanation is actually quite simple: The electric �eld of the wave packet not
only ionizes, but also excites the atom, and in fact with a much higher probability.
The enhancement seems to come purely from the excited populations which have a
lower ionization potential and hence are more easily ionized by the laser. Since the
total ionization is quite small, these contributions are signi�cant.
It is not completely straightforward to construct a singly-excited state in the case

of an interacting two-electron system, where additionally one electron is an evolving
wave packet. Strictly speaking, excitation and continuum are only de�ned for the entire
two-particle space. Thus it is di�cult to directly check the presence of excitation in
the bound subsystem. But we can with little e�ort make an indirect check described
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next.

11.3.2 Adiabatic switch-on of electron-electron interaction

If we regard the electron-electron interaction V12 as a perturbation in the independent-
particle system, the electron excitation is a consequence of the sudden onset of this
interaction, which implies high frequencies. We can avoid these high frequencies by
adiabatically turning on the interaction. In practice, adiabatically means a phase-
in period of several laser cycles. In fact, if we do this the ionization enhancement
disappears, as well (�g. 11.9).
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Figure 11.9: Assisted ionization yields in 1D for sudden and adiabatic switch-on of
the electron-electron interaction.

11.3.3 Polarized initial atomic state

We now seek to avoid these intial excitation-ionization. The root cause of the problem
is that our initial state Ψ = A[|1s〉 ⊗ |χ〉] does not take into account the polarization
of the atom by the static electric �eld. To arrive at a more realistic two-particle initial
state, we diagonalize the single-electron Hamiltonian with a static electric �eld

HF = H0 + E0z (11.3)

within the Hilbert space spanned by the ground state and the �rst few excited states
of the �eld-free Hamiltonian H0. This means we diagonalize 〈i|HF |j〉, i, j = 1, . . . , 10
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with H0|i〉 = εi|i〉. The value of E0 can be roughly stimated as the electrostatic �eld
of a point charge −e at distance z0. Ultimately, we choose the optimal E0 which
minimises the initial �eld ionization. Indeed, using this polarized ground state with
a suitable E0, we get rid of the �eld-ionization pedestal and � of the laser-ionization
enhancement (�g. 11.10).
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Figure 11.10: Assisted ionization yields in 1D for the unpolarized and the polarized
atomic state (with the wave packet on one side only).

11.4 Conclusions

This supplies the �nal evidence that the observed ionization enhancement is an arte-
fact due to excited states which are populated as the electron-electron interaction is
suddenly switched on. The laser just skims o� the excited electrons more easily. The
ultimate reason lies in the too simple initial state which we originally used and which
wrongfully neglects the long-range electron-electron interaction. This is however only
admissible asymptotically for in�nite distance z0.
Returning to the original question of the forest �re mechanism: Using a suitable

polarized initial state, we �nd no evidence for cold electron-assisted laser ionization,
at least for the used electron energies and laser intensities.
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